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1 Kevin Beeston
Chairman

2 Pete Redfern 
Chief Executive

3 Ryan Mangold 
Group Finance Director

4 James Jordan
Group Legal Director  
and Company Secretary

5 Kate Barker DBE
Independent  
Non Executive Director

6 Baroness Ford  
of Cunninghame
Independent  
Non Executive Director

7 Mike Hussey
Independent  
Non Executive Director

8 Rob Rowley
Independent  
Non Executive  
Director and Senior 
Independent Director

9 Humphrey Singer
Independent  
Non Executive Director

Committee membership Nomination Committee 
(Committee Chairman), 
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Audit Committee, 
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Nomination Committee, 
Remuneration Committee 
(Committee Chairman)

Nomination Committee,  
Audit Committee

Nomination Committee,  
Audit Committee  
(Committee Chairman), 
Remuneration Committee

Nomination Committee,  
Audit Committee

Date of  
appointment

July 2010 July 2007 November 2010 July 2011 April 2011 April 2013 July 2011 January 2010 December 2015

Skills & experience Kevin was formerly Chairman  
of Serco Group plc and also of 
Domestic and General Limited; 
and was previously a non 
executive director of IMI plc.

Kevin has a wealth of 
commercial, financial and high 
level management experience 
including being a former  
CEO of a FTSE 100 company.  
He also has significant 
experience of chairing boards 
of both public and private 
companies and of being  
a non executive director and  
a member of audit, nomination 
and remuneration committees.

Pete was previously Group 
Chief Executive of George 
Wimpey Plc and, before that, 
successively held the posts  
of Finance Director and Chief 
Executive of George Wimpey’s 
UK Housing business.

Pete has full day to day 
operational responsibility  
for delivering the Company’s 
strategy in a profitable,  
safe and environmentally 
responsible manner. He has 
significant financial, operational 
and management experience, 
gained from his various roles  
in industry and from his time  
at KPMG. His appointment  
in 2014 to the board of Travis 
Perkins plc as a non executive 
director has further broadened 
his experience at plc board 
level.

Ryan previously held the post  
of Group Financial Controller  
of Taylor Wimpey plc. Before 
joining Taylor Wimpey, Ryan 
was Group Financial Controller 
of Mondi Group for five years, 
prior to which he held a number 
of senior finance roles with the 
Anglo American plc group  
of companies.

Ryan has operational 
responsibility for managing the 
Company’s finances. He has 
financial, treasury, risk and 
financial control expertise 
including that gained from  
his time with Mondi Group  
and Anglo American plc.

James, a solicitor, was 
previously Group Company 
Secretary and General Counsel 
of George Wimpey Plc from 
February 2002 until July 2007, 
when he was appointed to  
the same position with Taylor 
Wimpey plc. Before joining  
the Group, James held senior 
legal and company secretary 
roles in industry which included 
positions with The Rugby 
Group Plc and English  
China Clays Plc.

James oversees compliance 
with legal and regulatory 
obligations and also manages  
the Company’s Secretariat and 
Legal Departments. He has 
significant legal, commercial, 
transactional and regulatory/
governance related experience.

Kate is a business economist 
and was previously a member 
of the Bank of England’s 
Monetary Policy Committee 
(MPC) from 2001 until May 
2010. During this period,  
Kate also led two major policy 
reviews for Government, on 
housing supply and on land  
use planning. Before joining the 
MPC, she was Chief Economic 
Adviser at the CBI. Kate was 
awarded a CBE in 2005 for 
services to social housing and  
a DBE in 2014 for services  
to the economy.

Kate is an industry-recognised 
economist who also brings a 
wider economic insight gained 
through her various roles, 
including as a Member of the 
Oversight Board of the Office 
for Budget Responsibility.

Margaret is an Honorary 
Professor of Real Estate  
at Glasgow University and  
an Honorary Member of the 
Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors. She formerly chaired 
the Olympic Park Legacy 
Company; English Partnerships; 
Barchester Healthcare Limited; 
and May Gurney Integrated 
Services Plc. Prior to these 
appointments, Margaret had  
a long career in management 
consulting with Price 
Waterhouse and then  
Eglinton Management  
Centre, which she founded.

Margaret has wide-ranging 
experience in a number of 
sectors and also has extensive 
knowledge of the property 
sector, gained through various 
roles. She has significant  
plc experience including the 
chairmanship of both boards 
and board committees. She 
also sits in the House of Lords.

Mike is Chief Executive of 
Almacantar, a private property 
investment and development 
company which he founded  
in February 2010. He has held  
a number of senior roles in the 
property sector, most recently  
as an executive board director  
of Land Securities plc. Prior to 
that position, Mike was Head  
of Leasing and Marketing for 
Canary Wharf Group plc, and 
held a number of senior posts  
in the property industry with the 
British Council for Offices, the 
City Property Association, and 
as Chairman of the Regeneration 
and Development Committee of  
the British Property Federation. 

Mike has in-depth expertise  
in land development and 
marketing, particularly in 
London, gained from his 
previous roles as a director  
of Land Securities plc and as 
head of leasing and marketing 
of the Canary Wharf Group plc.

Rob was previously  
Deputy Chairman of Cable  
and Wireless plc, a director  
of Reuters Plc, and a non 
executive director of Prudential 
plc; Taylor Nelson Sofres plc; 
and Intu Properties plc.

Rob has a wealth of financial, 
commercial and management 
expertise, principally from  
his time as Finance Director  
of Reuters plc and Deputy 
Chairman of Cable & Wireless 
plc. He has substantial 
experience as a non executive 
director including the chairing  
of audit committees and has 
recent and relevant financial 
experience as required by the 
UK Corporate Governance 
Code.

Humphrey was appointed  
to the Board on 9 December 
2015. He is Group Finance 
Director of Dixons Carphone 
plc, a role to which he was 
appointed in 2014. Humphrey 
was previously Group Finance 
Director of Dixons Retail plc  
and held senior finance-related 
roles within Dixons, including  
as Group Financial Controller, 
and prior to that with  
Coca Cola Enterprises.

Humphrey has a wealth  
of financial experience and 
expertise in the areas of both 
digital solutions and customer 
services, which will augment 
the Board’s skill sets in  
these areas.

On appointment to the  
Board, he also joined the  
Audit Committee, where  
his financial expertise will  
assist the Committee in the 
performance of its duties, and 
the Nomination Committee.

External appointments Kevin is Chairman of  
Equiniti Group plc and  
a non executive director  
of The Football Association 
Premier League Limited. 

Pete is a non executive  
director and member of the 
remuneration committee  
of Travis Perkins plc, a Trustee 
of the homelessness charity 
Crisis and a member of  
the board of the Home  
Builders Federation.

Kate is a Trustee Director and 
Chairman of the British Coal 
Superannuation Scheme; is 
presently interim Chairman of 
Electra Private Equity plc; and  
a non executive director of the 
Yorkshire Building Society.

Margaret is Chairman of  
STV Group plc and Grainger  
Group plc and a non executive 
director of SEGRO plc.

Mike is a Fellow of the  
Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors and a Trustee  
of the Royal College of  
Surgeons of England.

Rob is the Senior Independent 
Director and Chairman  
of the audit committee of 
moneysupermarket.com  
Group PLC; Senior Independent 
Director of Greene King plc;  
a non executive director  
and Chairman of the audit 
committee of Morgan Advanced 
Materials plc; and non executive 
director of Greene King plc  
and Camelot Group.

Humphrey is Finance Director  
of Dixons Carphone plc.
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Kevin Beeston
Chairman

Highlights for 2015
During the year, we:

• Fully met all of the requirements of  
the UK Corporate Governance Code

• Fully met all of the revised 
requirements set out in the September 
2014 Guidance on Risk Management, 
Internal Control and Related Financial 
and Business Reporting

• Improved the functioning of the  
Board and its Committees through 
implementing the findings of the 
externally-facilitated Board  
Appraisal for 2014

• Conducted a comprehensive 
internally-facilitated Board  
Appraisal during 2015

• Further developed the Company’s 
succession and contingency  
planning across the Group

• Implemented a number of new 
diversity and inclusivity initiatives  
and further progressed our  
overall agenda

• Introduced the new Viability Statement 
designed to give shareholders greater 
assurance on the Company’s longer 
term prospects

• Conducted an external appraisal  
of the Company’s ‘Whistleblowing’ 
process and procedures

• Conducted an external appraisal  
of the Company’s procedures for 
dealing in the Company’s shares

 The Board strongly believes that good governance should be 
focused not only on how the Board itself operates effectively but also, 
and very importantly, on the culture within which all of our businesses 
operate and conduct themselves on a day to day basis.

Chairman’s Introduction to Corporate Governance

In my capacity as Chairman of the Board, I am very pleased to again have this opportunity  
to make a personal statement on the Company’s approach to corporate governance.

Firstly, I would like to emphasise again that the Board continues to take corporate governance  
very seriously and has been able to demonstrate this over many years with full compliance with the 
UK Corporate Governance Code (the ‘Code’). The requirements of the Code are summarised in 
the table on page 50 where we have included a signpost directing you to the relevant page which 
sets out in detail how the Company has complied with the various provisions. To demonstrate  
the Board’s proactive approach to corporate governance, the Company has consistently sought  
to comply with planned improvements to the Code, and with wider governance initiatives often in 
advance of their formal application to our reporting years. The Board receives regular briefings and 
updates on corporate governance, both at Board and Committee meetings and, where necessary 
in between such meetings, which all Directors continue to find very helpful.

This report on corporate governance aims to set out and explain in clear terms the governance 
related processes and procedures in place at Taylor Wimpey which we believe are essential for 
delivery of the long term success of the Company. It is these processes that ensure we comply 
with all applicable laws and regulations as well as, of course, meeting the requirements of  
our shareholders and their representative bodies, with whom we are always very pleased to 
engage – and proactively did so again during 2015 and into 2016. The Board strongly believes 
that good governance should be focused not only on how the Board itself operates effectively 
but also, and very importantly, on the culture within which all of our businesses operate and 
conduct themselves on a day to day basis.

As you will see from the Highlights for 2015 there were a number of significant developments  
in the area of corporate governance during the year, both externally and internally. These were 
welcomed by the Board as they help to provide shareholders and all of our stakeholders 
increased assurance that the Company is being managed with their best interests firmly  
in mind.

The main changes which apply to reporting for 2015 cover a number of areas including:  
going concern; risk management and internal control; the introduction of a viability statement; 
requiring remuneration to be designed to promote the long term success of companies; 
encouraging greater shareholder dialogue; the review of Director time commitments;  
and further ways to improve the functioning of a Board through wider areas of diversity. The 
Board fully supports each of these changes and improvements. The plans to address the new 
requirements and necessary improvements are set out in greater detail in this Report and in  
the separate Reports of the Nomination, Audit and Remuneration Committees, which can be 
found on pages 58, 63 and 68. Within these Reports, corporate governance developments 
likely to be implemented during 2016 are also discussed as appropriate.

In line with the Code, the Board conducts its annual evaluation exercise via an independent 
external facilitator once every three years and it was last carried out in this way in 2014. 
Consequently the evaluation for 2015 was conducted internally and was done so via  
a comprehensive and updated process which involved all Directors.  
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The exercise considered the effectiveness of the Board, each Board 
Committee and each Director including the sufficiency of their individual 
time commitment to the Board.

Consistent with previous exercises, the 2015 evaluation proved to be 
very useful and whilst it was pleasing to note that the exercise concluded 
that the Board continues to function very well, inevitably there were some 
areas identified for improvement and other areas that would benefit from 
additional or continuing focus. I can confirm that the Board has already 
focused on these areas and will continue to do so during 2016. More 
detail of the 2015 Board evaluation is set out on page 56.

This Report also seeks to explain what your Board of Directors actually 
does and describes how it is responsible for setting the culture and 
values of the Company, ensuring that the Company is run in the best 
interests of its shareholders as well as other stakeholders, and how  
it interacts with its shareholders in explaining the Company’s strategic 
goals and performance against them. From a governance perspective,  
it is not just a case of what is done but also, and just as importantly,  
how it is done – therefore, we try and avoid a simple box ticking type 
approach, preferring our governance to be something that is properly 
embedded in our people, processes and decision making at all levels.

As a Board we regularly review health, safety and environmental 
performance; our business strategy; key risks; the market; operational 
matters; customer services; human resources; diversity; corporate 
responsibility; community engagement; our financial position and 
performance; governance and legal matters; and shareholder-related 
matters including the make up of our share register. This is done through 
the consideration and discussion of regular reports submitted by the 
Executive Directors and through other reports and presentations from 
our senior management and external advisers. The Board and individual 
Directors also undertake regular visits to our regional businesses and 
their development sites, which has proved to be both very useful and 
very effective.

Appointments and succession
There was one change to the composition of the Board during  
2015, when we were very pleased to appoint Humphrey Singer as an 
Independent Non Executive Director on 9 December 2015. Humphrey  
is the Finance Director of Dixons Carphone plc and brings with him  
not just his financial acumen but a number of other skills and experience 
such as digital solutions and customer services, which will complement 
the Board’s existing skill set. The Board considers that there is an 
effective balance with three Executive Directors and five Non Executive 
Directors plus myself as Chairman, which ensures that each viewpoint  
is properly represented around the Board table. It also ensures that  
there is an effective balance of guidance, support and constructive 
challenge to the Executive.

The appointment of Humphrey Singer followed a robust search, 
assessment and recruitment process, led by the Nomination Committee, 
the details of which are set out in more detail on page 59.

The Nomination Committee makes recommendations on appointments 
and succession planning to the Board, and more details can be found  
in the Nomination Committee Report on pages 58 to 62.

In accordance with the Code, all Directors will again be subject  
to election or re-election as appropriate by shareholders at the  
Annual General Meeting of the Company which is being held on  
28 April 2016 (AGM). Biographical details of each Director can  
be found on pages 44 to 45 and also on page 152.

I believe that the new balance and composition of the Board,  
with myself as Chairman, three Executive Directors and five 
Independent Non Executive Directors, will continue to provide  
the right blend of experience, expertise and challenge to ensure  
good governance so as to enable the Company to successfully 
implement its strategy.

Board committees

Chairman of  
the Nomination 
Committee
Kevin Beeston

Chairman of the 
Audit Committee
Rob Rowley

Chairman of the 
Remuneration 
Committee
Baroness Ford  
of Cunninghame

KPI  
See pages 58-62  
for more information

KPI   
See pages 63-67  
for more information

KPI  
See pages 68-85  
for more information

Board Committees
In compliance with the Code, the Board has three Committees,  
the Nomination, Audit and Remuneration Committees.

The Nomination Committee has been closely involved during  
2015 in a number of important actions and initiatives including:

• Reviewing the balance, diversity, independence and effectiveness  
of the Board.

• The appointment by the Board of an additional Independent  
Non Executive Director – Humphrey Singer.

• The carrying out of a detailed review of both succession and 
contingency planning across the Group in order to achieve the 
Company’s strategic aim of attracting, developing and retaining  
the best quality people at all levels of the Company, and to  
improve our talent management.

• Reviewing strategy; establishing targets; and driving and monitoring 
progress in improving diversity generally throughout the Group.
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Chairman’s Introduction to Corporate Governance continued

These will all remain key priorities for further 
review and development during 2016, and in 
particular, succession planning, which is a topic 
which will continue to be regularly reviewed by 
both the Nomination Committee and the Board.

Additional reporting on the Committee’s activities, 
including more details of progress and plans in 
each of these areas, in line with the Code, is set 
out in the Nomination Committee Report on 
pages 58 to 62.

During 2015 the Audit Committee completed  
its schedule of work designed to ensure full 
compliance with the provisions of Section C  
of the Code, in relation to financial reporting  
and risk assessment related to the Company’s 
operations generally and to the preparation of 
this Annual Report and Accounts and the various 
confirmations and assurances contained in it for 
shareholders. Full details are set out in the Audit 
Committee Report on pages 63 to 67. In brief, 
the work of the Committee included:

• The following of established processes,  
so as to enable it to satisfy itself and 
recommend to the Board that the information 
presented to shareholders in this Report and 
Accounts is, as a whole, a fair, balanced and 
understandable assessment of our position 
and prospects (see page 67).

• The establishment of robust new processes  
to give it the necessary assurance as to the 
Company’s financial position and prospects,  
to enable the Board to make the new Viability 
Statement, set out on page 35 (see pages  
63 and 67).

• The ongoing review of the performance  
of the external auditor, Deloitte LLP, before 
recommending to the Board that a resolution 
be proposed for their re-appointment at the 
AGM (see page 64).

• The review of risk management and internal 
controls so that the Company can closely 
monitor its exposure to risks which could 
impact upon the future prospects of the 
Company and achievement of its strategic 
objectives (see page 66).

The Audit Committee has, during the year, 
continued to focus closely on these key areas, 
and will continue to do so throughout the course 
of 2016 as necessary.

The Committee welcomed the new Guidance on 
Risk Management, Internal Control and Related 
Financial and Business Reporting issued by the 
Financial Reporting Council (FRC) in September 
2014. The enhanced requirements are 
summarised below:

• The design and implementation of appropriate 
risk management and control systems and 
their ongoing monitoring and review.

Board activities and priorities
Regular items at Board meetings cover the review of Committee activities; detailed 
updates on health, safety and environmental matters; reports from the Executive Directors 
covering progress towards the Company’s strategic objectives, its financial position and 
prospects, customer service, legal and corporate governance matters, and compliance 
updates; and shareholder matters including an update from the Company’s stockbroker.

Other topics considered during the year at Board meetings included the following on a 
meeting by meeting basis:

June 2015
• Received a performance and strategic update from the new Major Developments business
• Considered a report on the external review of the Company’s share dealing and  

approval processes

May 2015
• Received a performance and strategic update on Land and Planning
• Detailed review of the political backdrop and its implications for the Company’s strategy

April 2015
• Reviewed the draft Interim Management Statement to update shareholders on progress  

for the year to date
• Reviewed arrangements for the 2015 Annual General Meeting
• Reviewed scenario planning to assess the robustness of the Company’s strategy
• Detailed review of customer service performance and improvement plans

February 2015
• Reviewed the draft 2014 Annual Report and Accounts and the Sustainability Report
• Conducted the annual risk review
• Determined the amount of dividends for 2014 and any special dividend for 2015 to  

be proposed to shareholders
• Approved the draft Preliminary Announcement of the Company’s full year results
• Established improvement plans arising from the 2014 Board evaluation

September 2015
• Received an update on the Company’s strategic plan for 2016-25
• Received a detailed review of shareholder engagement and feedback from the Investor Relations team
• Reviewed plans for the Board evaluation for 2015

July 2015
• Reviewed the draft half year results announcement
• Determined the level of interim maintenance dividend and proposed special dividend for 2016
• Considered the half year risk review
• Detailed review of progress and plans in employee matters
• Detailed review of the political backdrop and its implications for the Company’s strategy

October 2015
• Received a presentation on performance and plans in the areas of health, safety,  

the environment and sustainability
• Received a presentation on progress and plans in the area of human resources
• Discussion on progress and plans in the areas of diversity and inclusivity

December 2015
• Detailed discussion on the Group’s year end forecast
• Reviewed the outcome of the Board evaluation for 2015 and agreed action points
• Detailed review of the year end risk management report
• Detailed review of the Group Business Strategy 2016-2025
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More generally, within Taylor Wimpey, diversity and inclusivity has 
remained a key priority on the Board’s agenda and this will continue 
to be the case during 2016 for all of our businesses and across all 
disciplines. Our ambitions and objectives are set out in our Diversity 
Policy which can be found on pages 60 to 61 and more information 
can be found on pages 30 to 31 and on the Company’s website: 
www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/investor-relations/corporate-
governance

Full details of our strategy and progress made to date towards the 
policy objectives are set out in detail in the Nomination Committee 
Report on pages 58 to 62.

Board evaluation
Pursuant to the Code, the Board carries out a formal and rigorous 
annual evaluation which is, as mentioned earlier, externally facilitated 
at least once every three years.

Following the external facilitation of this process in 2014, the 
evaluation in 2015 was conducted internally via a rigorous and 
comprehensive assessment of the performance of the Board,  
its Committees and each individual Director.

As part of the Board evaluation, the Board carefully considered  
the time commitments of all Directors and was satisfied, in line with  
the Code, that each Director was able to allocate sufficient time to 
discharge his/her responsibilities to the Company effectively including 
not only attendance at Board and applicable Committee meetings 
(where attendance was 100% during 2015 for all Directors) but also 
for preparation time for meetings, visits to businesses (including the 
annual Board away day/visit) and other additional requirements that 
may be required from time to time. 

The annual evaluation is an important part of the Board’s corporate 
governance framework and both the process and outcome are 
always taken very seriously by the Board, each Committee and  
by each individual Director.

Details of this year’s evaluation; its outcome; the actions planned by  
the Board during 2016 to address the issues raised; and the actions 
taken during 2015 to address the issues raised in the last (externally-
facilitated) evaluation conducted in 2014 and reported in last year’s 
Annual Report, are set out on page 56.

KPI
 
See page 56 for more information

Conclusion
I believe that your Board remains effective and continues to work well. 
I am confident that the Board has the right balance of skills, expertise 
and professionalism to continue to deliver strong governance whilst 
allowing the Executive Directors to implement and deliver the  
strategy set out on pages 16 to 17 within a culture of effective risk 
management and appropriate levels of reward. I am pleased with  
the Board’s activity with regard to corporate governance, but we 
continually look for ways to learn and improve. As ever, I very much 
look forward to meeting with shareholders at the AGM on 28 April 
2016 and, as always, along with all of your Directors (who will all be 
present at the AGM), remain available to answer or respond to your 
questions, concerns and suggestions at any time.

Kevin Beeston 
Chairman

• The level and nature of risk which the Company is willing to take  
in pursuing its strategic objectives.

• The appropriateness of the Company’s culture and reward systems.

• The management and mitigation of Principal Risks.

• The Board’s responsibility for external reporting in these areas.

The Committee believes that these enhanced requirements will further 
improve the overall governance framework in these areas. More details 
are set out in the Audit Committee Report on pages 63 to 67.

During 2015, the Remuneration Committee has continued its primary 
responsibility of ensuring that executive remuneration is geared  
to the enhancement of shareholder value and the delivery of the 
Company’s strategy within a culture that monitors and limits risk-taking  
in accordance with pre-determined limits; and that the rewards for 
achieving or exceeding those targets are not excessive. Full details  
are set out in the Remuneration Committee Report on pages 68 to 85. 
Key areas which the Committee focused on or considered during  
the year are set out below:

• Carefully monitored Company performance in relation to the achievement 
of its strategic goals, so as to ensure potential and actual reward 
available to Executive Directors and the wider executive team was 
closely linked to performance measures reflecting those achievements.

• Further aligned employees’ and shareholders’ interests by extending 
the participation in the Taylor Wimpey Performance Share Plan to 
members of the Company’s regional Business Unit management 
teams and further extending shareholding target guidelines below 
Board level.

• In conjunction with the Board, further increased participation in the 
all-employee share plans and the percentage of employee shareholders.

Due to the fact that there has been no change to the Remuneration 
Policy, accordingly there will again be only one resolution on 
remuneration proposed at the 2016 AGM – namely, the advisory  
vote on the way in which the Policy has been applied during 2015,  
as set out in the Remuneration Report on pages 70 to 76. 

The terms of reference of each of the Board Committees, including  
an explanation of their role and the authority delegated to each by the 
Board, appear on the Company’s website www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
corporate/investor-relations/corporate-governance

Diversity
Diversity and inclusivity has continued to be a key item on the overall  
UK governance agenda during 2015, particularly with the publication  
of Lord Davies of Abersoch’s review of progress to date in encouraging a 
greater proportion of women onto boards. This review sets an enhanced 
target for the proportion of women on each FTSE 350 company’s board 
to increase from the current 25% target to 33% by 2020. The Board very 
much welcomes this initiative and the increased target which is designed 
to give greater impetus to the progress of enhanced gender diversity on 
PLC boards.

Although the percentage of women on the Board of Taylor Wimpey plc 
reduced during the year from 25% to 22% following the appointment  
of Humphrey Singer in December 2015, improvements were however 
seen in the proportion of women on the Group Management Team 
(GMT) which increased to 30% during the year from 25% in 2014.  
The number of women on the Board will be kept under regular  
review in line with the recommendations made by Lord Davies. 
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Chairman’s Introduction to Corporate Governance continued

Adherence to the Code
The Main Principles of the Code and guidance on where to find 
details in these reports on how the Company has complied with 
it, are set out below:

Section A: Leadership
• Every company should be headed by an effective board  

which is collectively responsible for the long term success  
of the company (see page 51).

• There should be a clear division of responsibilities at the  
head of the company between the running of the board and 
the executive responsibility for the running of the company’s 
business. No one individual should have unfettered powers  
of decision (see page 53).

• The chairman is responsible for leadership of the board  
and ensuring its effectiveness in all aspects of its role  
(see page 51).

• As part of their role as members of a unitary board,  
non executive directors should constructively challenge  
and help develop proposals on strategy (see page 51).

Section B: Effectiveness
• The board and its committees should have the appropriate 

balance of skills, experience, independence and knowledge  
of the company to enable them to discharge their respective 
duties and responsibilities effectively (see page 52).

• There should be a formal, rigorous and transparent  
procedure for the appointment of new directors to the board 
(see page 59).

• All directors should be able to allocate sufficient time to  
the company to discharge their responsibilities effectively  
(see pages 49 and 53).

• All directors should receive induction on joining the board and 
should regularly update and refresh their skills and knowledge 
(see page 54).

• The board should be supplied in a timely manner with 
information in a form and of a quality appropriate to enable  
it to discharge its duties (see page 54).

• The board should undertake a formal and rigorous annual 
evaluation of its own performance and that of its committees 
and individual directors (see page 56).

• All directors should be submitted for re-election at regular 
intervals, subject to continued satisfactory performance  
(see page 53).

Section C: Accountability
• The board should present a fair, balanced and understandable 

assessment of the company’s position and prospects  
(see page 67).

• The board is responsible for determining the nature and extent 
of the principal risks it is willing to take in achieving its strategic 
objectives. The board should maintain sound risk management 
and internal control systems (see page 66).

• The board should establish formal and transparent 
arrangements for considering how they should apply the 
corporate reporting, risk management and internal control 
principles and for maintaining an appropriate relationship  
with the company’s auditors (see pages 64 to 65).

Section D: Remuneration
• Executive directors’ remuneration should be designed  

to promote the long term success of the company. 
Performance-related elements should be transparent, 
stretching and rigorously applied (see page 77).

• There should be a formal and transparent procedure for 
developing policy on executive remuneration and for fixing  
the remuneration packages of individual directors. No director 
should be involved in deciding his or her own remuneration  
(see page 68).

Section E: Relations with shareholders
• There should be a dialogue with shareholders based on the 

mutual understanding of objectives. The board as a whole  
has responsibility for ensuring that a satisfactory dialogue  
with shareholders takes place (see page 57).

• The board should use general meetings to communicate with 
investors and to encourage their participation (see page 57).

Statement of compliance 
For the year ended 31 December 2015, the Company  
complied with all the provisions of the Code; the Financial 
Conduct Authority’s (FCA) Disclosure and Transparency Rules 
sub-chapters 7.1 and 7.2 which set out certain mandatory 
disclosure requirements; the FCA’s Listing Rules 9.8.6R, 9.8.7R 
and 9.8.7AR which include the ‘comply or explain’ requirement; 
and the BIS Directors’ Remuneration Reporting Regulations and 
Narrative Reporting Regulations. These regulations are publicly 
available at:

• The Code can be found at www.frc.org.uk

• The FCA’s Disclosure and Transparency Rules as well as 
Listing Rules can be found at www.handbook.fca.org.uk

• The BIS Directors’ Remuneration Reporting Regulations and  
Narrative Reporting Regulations can be found at www.gov.uk

• The FRC Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control  
and Related Financial and Business Reporting can be found  
at www.frc.org.uk
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Taylor Wimpey plc Board

Kevin Beeston
Chairman

Committee members
Number of  

meetings attended

Kevin Beeston
Chairman 8/8

Pete Redfern
Chief Executive 8/8

Ryan Mangold
Group Finance Director 8/8

James Jordan
Group Legal Director and Company Secretary 8/8

Rob Rowley
Senior Independent Director 8/8

Kate Barker
Independent Non Executive Director 8/8

Margaret Ford
Independent Non Executive Director 8/8

Mike Hussey
Independent Non Executive Director 8/8

Humphrey Singer(a)

Independent Non Executive Director 1/1

(a) Appointed 9 December 2015.

The Board met on eight occasions during 2015 and there was full 
attendance at all meetings. The Board has considered the number of 
Board meetings that take place each year and has concluded that eight 
meetings remain appropriate but will keep the number under review. 
Additional Board meetings would be convened as and when necessary  
and there are also processes in place for approving transactions and 
other matters that need approval in between Board meetings.

Directors make every effort to attend all Board and applicable  
Committee meetings, as strongly evidenced by the attendance records 
over several years. Where, exceptionally, a Director is unable to attend  
a meeting, it is Board policy that the Chairman and/or the Group  
Legal Director and Company Secretary (the Secretary) will, as soon  
as possible, brief the Director fully on the business transacted at the 
meeting and on any decisions that have been taken. In addition, the 
views of the Director are sought ahead of the meeting and conveyed  
to those attending the meeting by the Chairman and/or the Secretary  
as appropriate. Details of the attendance of each Director at Board  
and Committee meetings are set out in the table opposite and on  
pages 59, 64 and 70.

The Board discharges its responsibilities by providing strategic  
and entrepreneurial leadership of the Company, within a framework  
of strong governance, effective controls and a culture of openness  
and transparency, which enables opportunities and risks to be  
assessed and managed. In addition, the Board sets the Company’s 
strategic aims; ensures that the necessary financial and human 
resources are in place for the Company to meet its objectives;  
and reviews management performance.

The Board is responsible for the Company’s culture and for defining  
and setting the Company’s values and standards, which it does, 
amongst other things, through a number of policies and codes of 
conduct, and ensures that its obligations to its shareholders and other 
stakeholders are clearly understood and met. The Board is led in these 
respects by the Chairman, who ensures the Board operates correctly, 
setting its culture and, by extension, that of the Company in its 
operations and its dealings with all stakeholders.

As also set out in our 2015 Sustainability Report, which will shortly be 
available online at www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/sustainability/
sustainability-reports, the Board is fully committed to providing a safe 
place in which our employees and subcontractors can work, and that 
our customers can live. We also ensure that all of our sites are developed 
to high standards of environmental management. The Board receives 
detailed reports on health, safety and environmental matters at each 
Board meeting in respect of the Company’s operations in the UK and 
Spain. The Company’s detailed carbon reporting, as required by BIS,  
is set out on page 29.

Operational management of the Company’s business is undertaken  
by the Chief Executive who receives advice from the Group Management 
Team (GMT). The GMT is the most senior executive committee and,  
in addition to the Chief Executive, consists of the Group Finance Director, 
the Group Legal Director and Company Secretary, the three Divisional 
Chairmen, the Group HR Director, the Land and Planning Director,  
the Managing Director of the Central London business unit and the 
Managing Director of the Major Developments business. The GMT 
meets monthly and also once each month with the six Divisional 
Managing Directors as a wider Group Operational Team.

General Board Governance

The Board and its Committees
As at the date of this Report, the Board consists of nine Directors, 
namely: the Chairman, three Executive Directors and five Independent 
Non Executive Directors. Their names, responsibilities and other details 
appear on pages 44 to 45. On 9 December 2015 Humphrey Singer  
was appointed to the Board as an Independent Non Executive Director, 
after a selection process led by the Nomination Committee as set out  
on page 59.

The role of the Independent Non Executive Directors is to offer advice 
and guidance to the Executive Directors, using their wide experience  
in business and from their diverse backgrounds, details of which are  
set out in their biographies on pages 44 to 45 and in the Board diversity 
analysis on page 45. They also provide a constructive challenge, 
monitoring the overall direction and strategy of the Company; scrutinising 
the performance of the Executive Directors; and satisfying themselves  
as to the integrity of the financial information made available both to the 
Board and to the Company’s shareholders. The Non Executive Directors 
also play an important part in the appointment or removal of Executive 
Directors and in general succession planning for the Board and other 
executive and other management positions below Board level.

www.taylorwimpey.co.uk
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The Board also receives regular reports and minutes from the Treasury 
Committee, which meets under the chairmanship of the Group Finance 
Director, and also comprises the Group Legal Director and Company 
Secretary, one of the Divisional Chairmen (who rotate periodically) and 
the Group Treasurer. The key responsibilities of the Treasury Committee 
are, broadly, to monitor and keep under review the Group’s financial 
risks, financial policies, financial facilities, covenant compliance and 
insurance programme in the light of current and proposed strategic  
and operational requirements.

The following documents are available for review on the Company’s 
website at www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/investor-relations/
corporate-governance:

• Schedule of matters specifically reserved for the decision of the Board. 

• Terms of reference of the Board Committees: Nomination, Audit  
and Remuneration, which outline their objectives and responsibilities 
and define a programme of activities to support the discharge of  
those responsibilities.

• Policies covering operational, compliance, corporate responsibility  
and stakeholder matters, which are reviewed whenever necessary  
to take account of developments in corporate governance,  
changes in legislation and revised processes.

All Directors have access to the advice and services of the Secretary. 
The Board has an established procedure whereby Directors may take 
independent professional advice at the Company’s expense where they 
judge it necessary to do so in order to discharge their responsibilities  
as Directors.

The Board took advice during the year from Slaughter and May, on  
the continued effectiveness of the Company’s procedures for dealing  
in the Company’s shares, following which the existing guidance was 
refreshed and issued to all restricted employees.

Advice was also received from Deloitte during the year via the Audit 
Committee on the significant governance developments during the year. 

The Board receives at each meeting a report from JPMorgan Cazenove 
(Cazenove) on the sector and the relative performance of the Company’s 
share price.

All businesses and employees are expected to operate at all times to  
the highest standards of integrity and conduct in all matters concerning 
the Group. Accordingly, there is a Code of Business Conduct, which  
sets out the standard for individual dealings both internally and externally. 
Formal policies have been adopted, which set out the ethical framework 
within which all Taylor Wimpey companies are required to undertake  
their business – this includes, in line with the Bribery Act 2010, an 
Anti-Corruption Policy which requires an annual sign-off by  
designated senior management.

These policies are available for review on the Company’s website  
www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/investor-relations/corporate-
governance and relevant reporting against these is provided to the  
Audit Committee by the Head of Internal Audit and the Secretary  
as appropriate.

The Company welcomes the aims and objectives of the Modern Slavery 
Act 2015 and will be taking its future responsibilities under the Act very 
seriously. A team has since been established to look at what the 
legislation will mean for Taylor Wimpey. 

Board and Committee balance, diversity, independence  
and effectiveness
A key role of the Board is to ensure that it retains an appropriate level  
of independence in order to allow the Independent Non Executive 
Directors to challenge the Executive Directors constructively whilst, at  
the same time, also supporting them to implement the strategy and run 
the business effectively. Another key role is to ensure that it has the right 
blend of skill, independence and knowledge and this is something that is 
kept under regular review in conjunction with the Nomination Committee.

It is the Company’s policy, in line with the Code, that proposed 
appointments to the Board, and succession planning, are based  
on merit, and judged against objective criteria, whilst also having  
due regard to the benefits of diversity and inclusiveness, including 
gender, age, disability, ethnicity, thought and experience. The Board  
also continues to recognise and take very seriously its responsibility  
to comply with the recommendations of the Davies Report, encouraging 
increased participation by women on boards, which was previously 
targeted at 25% on FTSE 100 boards by 2015 but more recently 
increased to 33% for FTSE 350 companies by 2020, which the  
Board welcomes.

Following the appointment of Humphrey Singer in December 2015,  
the proportion of women on the Taylor Wimpey Board has reduced  
from two out of eight (25%) to two out of nine (22%). The Board will  
keep the balance of the Board under regular review and this was also  
an action point arising out of the 2015 Board evaluation exercise.

Board and Committee roles and responsibilities
The work of each of the Board Committees (Nomination, Audit  
and Remuneration) is described later in this Report.

Relevant skills and expertise
It is a requirement of the Code that the Board and its Committees  
should have the appropriate balance of skills, experience, independence 
and knowledge of the Company, to enable duties and responsibilities  
to be discharged effectively. This was reviewed during the year and  
was utilised in drawing up the recruitment framework, including the  
list of desired skills in the process used for the appointment of a  
new Independent Non Executive Director during the year. The Board 
considers that each Director brings relevant and complementary skills, 
experience and background to the Board, details of which are set out 
below, and additional information is also set out in the biographies on 
pages 44 and 45, and also on page 152.

Kevin Beeston, Chairman, has a wealth of commercial, financial  
and high level management experience including being a former  
CEO of a FTSE 100 company. Kevin also has significant experience  
of chairing boards of both public and private companies and of  
being a non executive director and sitting on audit, nomination  
and remuneration committees.

General Board Governance continued
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Pete Redfern, CEO, has operational responsibility for delivering  
the Company’s strategy in a profitable, safe and environmentally 
responsible manner. Pete has significant financial, operational and 
management experience, gained from his various roles in industry  
and from his time at KPMG. In 2014 he joined the Board of Travis 
Perkins plc as an independent non executive director and serves  
on their remuneration committee, which will only add to his breadth  
of experience at plc board level.

Ryan Mangold, Group Finance Director, has operational responsibility  
for managing the Company’s finances. Ryan has financial, treasury,  
risk and financial control expertise including that gained from his  
time with Mondi Group and Anglo American plc.

James Jordan, Group Legal Director and Company Secretary,  
is a solicitor and oversees compliance with legal and regulatory 
obligations and manages the Secretariat and Legal Departments.  
James has significant legal, commercial, transactional and regulatory/
governance related experience.

Kate Barker, Independent Non Executive Director, is an industry-
recognised economist and has led policy reviews for the Government  
in the areas of land use, planning and housing supply. Kate also brings  
a wider economic insight gained through her various roles, including as  
a Member of the Oversight Board of the Office for Budget Responsibility.

Margaret Ford, Independent Non Executive Director, has wide-ranging 
experience in a number of sectors and also has extensive knowledge  
of the property sector, gained through various roles. Margaret has 
significant plc experience including the chairmanship of both boards  
and board committees. She also sits in the House of Lords.

Mike Hussey, Independent Non Executive Director, has in-depth 
expertise in land development and marketing, particularly in London, 
gained from his previous roles as a director of Land Securities plc  
and as head of leasing and marketing of the Canary Wharf Group plc. 
Mike is currently CEO of Almacantar, a property development fund  
he founded in 2010.

Rob Rowley, Independent Non Executive Director and Senior 
Independent Director, has a wealth of financial, commercial and 
management expertise, principally from his time as Finance Director  
of Reuters plc and Deputy Chairman of Cable & Wireless plc. Rob has 
substantial experience as a non executive director including the chairing 
of audit committees and has recent and relevant financial experience  
as required by the Code.

Humphrey Singer has a wealth of financial experience as Group  
Finance Director of Dixons Carphone plc, and expertise in the  
areas of both digital solutions and customer services.

Division of responsibilities
The Board has an established framework of delegated financial, 
commercial and operational authorities, which define the scope  
and powers of the Chief Executive and of operational management.

In line with the Code, the roles and responsibilities of the Chairman  
and the Chief Executive have been clearly defined, set out in  
writing and signed by Kevin Beeston and Pete Redfern in their  
respective capacities.

Ensuring there is no conflict of interest
In order to assist Directors in complying with their duty to avoid  
conflicts (or possible conflicts) of interest, it is standard procedure  
that the Board must first give its clearance to such potential conflicts of 
interest (which would include directorships or other interests in outside 
companies and organisations) following which, an entry is then made  
in the statutory register which the Company maintains for this purpose.

Whenever any Director considers that he or she is, or may be, interested 
in any contract or arrangement to which the Company is or may be  
a party, the Director gives due notice to the Board in accordance with 
the Companies Act 2006 and the Company’s Articles of Association.  
In such cases, unless allowed by the Articles, any Director with such  
an interest is not permitted to participate in any discussions or  
decisions relating to the contract or arrangement.

The Board undertakes a regular review of each Director’s interests,  
if any, outside of the Company. In addition, all new appointments and 
interests of Directors are reported to the Board for consideration or 
noting as appropriate. Following these reviews, the Board remains 
satisfied that, in line with the Code, all Directors are able to allocate 
sufficient time to the Company to enable them to discharge their 
responsibilities as Directors effectively and that any current external 
appointments do not detract from the extent or quality of time which  
the Director is able to devote to the Company. This is further borne  
out by Directors’ attendance at Board and Committee meetings,  
which has been at or very close to 100% over many years and was  
at 100% for 2015.

Annual re-election to the Board
The Code requires every Director to seek election or re-election,  
as appropriate, at each year’s Annual General Meeting (AGM). 
Accordingly, at the 2016 AGM, every Director, irrespective of the date  
of his or her appointment and the length of his or her service on the 
Board, will be submitted for election (in the case of Humphrey Singer,  
as he was appointed since the last AGM) or re-election (in the case  
of the other Directors).

Details of the resolutions to be proposed in this respect and supporting 
biographical details of the Directors appear in the Notice of Meeting  
on pages 147 to 155.

As part of the 2015 Board evaluation process, the Board reviewed  
and re-affirmed that it considers each of the Non Executive Directors  
to be independent in character and judgement and that there are  
no relationships which could affect the Director’s judgement.  
A rigorous evaluation took place with regard to Rob Rowley as  
he will have served six years by the time of the AGM in 2016. 

In addition the Board re-evaluated each Director’s time commitments, 
and was satisfied that they continued to allocate sufficient time to  
the Company to discharge their responsibilities effectively, including  
not only attendance at Board and applicable Committee meetings  
(where attendance was 100% during 2015 for all Directors) but also  
for preparation time for meetings, visits to businesses (including the  
annual Board away day/visit) and other additional requirements that  
may be required from time to time. Recognising the importance of time 
commitment to shareholders, this will continue to be kept under review 
during 2016 including as part of the annual Board evaluation process.

The Chairman, at the time of his appointment on 1 July 2010,  
met the independence criteria as set out in the Code.
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Board objectives
2015 Board objectives 2015 Performance 2016 Board objectives

Strategy  
and execution

• To set the Company’s 
strategic objectives and 
strategy for their achievement.

• To review the Company’s 
performance, resourcing,  
and achievements affecting  
its ability to deliver  
the strategy.

• To review and, if necessary, 
revise the strategy or its 
objectives in the light of  
wider economic, financial  
and market considerations.

• To ensure the strategy is 
sufficiently resilient in different 
forward-looking scenarios.

• The Board reviewed performance to date towards 
achieving its strategic objectives and approved a 
medium term strategy to further enhance returns.

• At each meeting, detailed reports from the  
Executive were discussed, reviewing forward 
resourcing requirements in the areas of capital, 
finance, people and land, and operating decisions 
taken or proposed to address them.

• The Board conducted a major review of the 
Company’s medium term strategy, together  
with more specific reviews in connection with  
the preparation of forward budgets and  
projections of future performance.

• Detailed scenario planning was reviewed,  
together with assessments of the strategy’s  
relative robustness in each case.

• To ensure the Company’s strategy 
remains robust in the light of  
any forecast market and wider 
economic changes.

• To ensure the Company’s 
performance remains on  
schedule to achieve the strategy.

• To take all measures to ensure  
that health and safety remains  
the Group’s top priority and will  
remain an ongoing area of focus.

Risk 
management

• To review and agree the 
Company’s risk appetite  
in seeking to achieve its 
strategic objectives.

• To regularly review the 
robustness of the Company’s 
systems of risk reporting; 
assessment; and internal 
controls.

• The risk review was conducted twice during the year, 
at the Board’s July (half year) and February (full year) 
meetings, and covered both the systems used  
and the reported risks. At the February meeting  
the position was subject to independent check  
with external auditor reports on risk processes 
connected with the annual audit.

• The Board’s annual risk review for 2015 was 
completed at the February 2016 Board meeting 
following a process embracing all levels of the 
Group’s businesses.

• To ensure risk remains within the 
Company’s agreed risk appetite 
and is adequately monitored and 
reviewed as appropriate to reflect 
external and internal changes.

General Board Governance continued

Information and professional development
The Company has procedures whereby newly appointed  
Directors (including Non Executive Directors) receive a formal induction.  
This includes training and continuing familiarisation with the Company’s 
business, strategy, operations (including health and safety) and systems, 
the principles underlying the discharge of their duties as Directors and 
wider issues relating to the housing sector. The induction also includes 
meetings with key executives and function heads, advisers and site 
visits. During 2015, and in response to one of the findings from the  
2014 Board evaluation, the existing comprehensive induction process 
was given greater formality and is also subject to specific tailoring  
for individual Directors as appropriate.

All Directors visit Group operations on a regular basis, engaging with 
employees at all levels in order to foster and maintain an understanding 
of the business. Board visits are arranged each year to operations  
and at least one Board meeting per annum takes place in a regional 
business over three days. In 2015, the Board visit took the form of  
a strategic review which was also attended by senior management,  
which worked well.

The Group Legal Director and Company Secretary acts as Secretary  
to the Board and its Committees and he attends all meetings. It is  
Board policy that wherever possible a formal agenda and reports are 
issued electronically to Directors in respect of all Board and Committee 
meetings at least one week prior to the meeting, in order to allow 
sufficient time for detailed review and consideration beforehand.  
Formal minutes are prepared in respect of all Board and Committee 

meetings and are then circulated and submitted for approval at  
the next meeting. All Board papers are circulated electronically and  
Board meetings have been effectively ‘paperless’ for several years,  
which has worked well and aided the overall efficiency of the wider 
Board process.

The Secretary provides regular briefings to the Board on regulatory  
and governance matters which are included as part of his formal  
regular reporting to the Board, and are supplemented, as appropriate,  
by briefings from independent advisers. The Board also receives  
regular briefings and updates on environmental, social and  
governance (ESG) matters.

The ESG briefings allow the Board to assess the significant ESG  
risks to the Company’s short and long term value and to identify any 
opportunities that may arise to enhance value. Details of ESG risks and 
value-enhancement pursuits appear in the Sustainability Report which  
will shortly be available on our website www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
corporate/sustainability

The Chairman, Chief Executive and Secretary meet sufficiently  
in advance of each Board meeting in order to ensure action points  
from previous meetings have been implemented and to prepare the 
agenda and matters to be covered at the next and at future Board  
and Committee meetings as appropriate. The agenda and minutes  
for the Nomination, Audit and Remuneration Committee meetings  
are agreed by the Secretary with the relevant Committee Chairman.
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2015 Board objectives 2015 Performance 2016 Board objectives

Governance  
and values

• To fully implement the 
September 2014 revision  
of the UK Corporate 
Governance Code (‘Code’).

• To fully implement any  
related governance 
requirements, such as the 
new Viability Statement.

• To review the remuneration 
framework to ensure that  
it remains appropriate, 
proportionate, and does  
not encourage excessive 
risk-taking.

• To conduct an annual  
Board appraisal.

• To take account of 
shareholder guidance  
and consultation.

• The Company embraced the key requirements  
of the revised Code in its 2014 reporting and has 
now fully complied in all respects, as was required  
for this 2015 reporting year.

• The Code requirement for the introduction  
of a Viability Statement has been met by the  
inclusion of the Statement on page 35.

• The Company’s Remuneration Policy remains 
unchanged since its adoption by shareholders  
at the 2014 AGM but is reviewed, with advisers,  
by the Remuneration Committee each year to  
ensure it remains appropriate and proportionate  
and helps to drive and reward achievement of  
the strategy.

• The appraisal was conducted internally for 2015  
as reported on page 56 (having been externally-
facilitated, as required at least each third year,  
in 2014).

• In addition to the AGM, shareholder and  
institutional feedback was sought when presenting 
the Company’s half year and full year results and  
in notifying proposals for remuneration during 2015, 
and taken into consideration by the Board together 
with advice from its stockbroker.

• To ensure that there is continued 
full compliance with the Code  
and with wider statutory and 
regulatory requirements.

• To ensure that remuneration is  
to remain within the Company’s 
Remuneration Policy and 
proportionately rewards 
achievement of the strategy.

• To implement the improvements 
identified on page 56 arising  
from the 2015 Board appraisal.

• Monitor shareholder feedback  
and continue to actively promote 
wider engagement.

Organisational 
capacity

• To ensure that the Company 
has the necessary resources 
– financial, people, supply 
chain and Group structure – 
to enable it to deliver the 
strategy.

• To ensure that its people  
are suitably trained and that 
sufficient provision is being 
made for succession planning 
at all levels.

• The Board reviewed reports at each meeting on  
the financial performance of the Company and the 
availability, currently and forecast going forward,  
of financial, people and supply chain resourcing.

• The Board and the Nomination Committee reviewed  
at least twice each year the strategy for succession 
planning and related training assessment and 
provision, and progress in achieving it.

• To ensure that resourcing  
remains sufficient to achieve  
the strategy together with wider 
diversity considerations.

• To ensure that training and 
development plans support 
continuous improvement in the 
team and contribute towards 
wider diversity improvements.

Stakeholder 
engagement 

• To increase shareholder 
attendance and voting, 
including registering  
proxies, at the AGM. 

• To keep employees  
engaged and informed on  
the Company’s performance 
and prospects.

• To assist prospective and 
actual purchasers of houses 
in making and successfully 
concluding what is, for  
many, the largest value and 
potentially most stressful 
transaction of their lives.

• To maintain communication 
and a culture of continuous 
improvement throughout the 
Company’s supply chain.

• Shareholder communication was conducted  
through encouraging attendance at the AGM; 
steadily increasing voting on resolutions proposed 
thereat; briefings to analysts and the press; and 
direct consultation on certain special matters.

• Employee involvement was promoted through  
regular briefing material online and in hard copy; 
interactive online Q&As; strategy updates around  
the businesses; and explanation of Company 
performance around half year and full year reporting 
and trading statements.

• Prospective and actual purchasers of houses  
were assisted by dedicated teams in each regional 
business along each stage of the Customer Journey.

• The supply chain received constant feedback  
from Group businesses, suppliers and 
subcontractors, which fed into updated 
arrangements and agreements.

• To actively encourage  
shareholder participation  
through clear messaging and 
reporting and careful review  
of shareholder feedback.

• To implement changes  
proposed following the  
employee consultation  
conducted during 2015.

• Monitor the embedding of the 
Customer Service improvements 
introduced during 2015 and 2016.

• To ensure the Group works  
with subcontractors and  
suppliers to constantly seek  
ways of further improving quality; 
sustainability; and delivery in a  
safe working environment.
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2014 Evaluation – Recommendations included Actions taken during the year

Refreshing the current strategy; adding scenario planning; adopting  
a longer term focus; and further explanation and communication  
to the team.

This was addressed during 2015 by a comprehensive review of the 
strategy conducted by senior executives; review by the Board on 
several occasions during the year, culminating in a detailed review  
at its October meeting including scenario planning outcomes;  
formal adoption of the revised strategy at its December meeting;  
and arrangements made for a ‘roadshow’ around the businesses 
during 2016 to communicate and explain it to the team.

Continuing focus on succession planning, particularly longer term, 
with closer links to talent management and training, and including  
for Board Committee Chairmen.

This was addressed during 2015 by the extension of the Talent 
Management Group through establishing such a Group in each  
of the three Divisions of the UK Housing business, linked to reviews 
of training and professional development requirements and plans, 
feeding recommendations upwards for review and monitoring  
of progress. In addition, the Nomination Committee drew up 
Succession and Contingency Plans for the Non Executive  
Directors and Board Committees.

Greater formality around Board induction and specific tailoring  
for Executive and Non Executive Directors.

This was addressed during 2015 by the re-design of the Board 
induction process, timetable and documentation, with bespoke 
additions of relevant areas tailored to Executive and Non Executive 
Directors. Consideration is also being given to expanding this into 
Regional Boards around the UK business.

2015 Evaluation – Recommendations included Actions to be taken during 2016

Additional periodic reporting to take place on key areas such as  
land and planning; marketing-related initiatives; and the Major 
Developments business.

Additional reporting to the Board on these areas of the business  
will take place.

Greater alignment of reporting on the three Housing Divisions. Alignment of reporting has already been implemented.

Additional focus to take place on diversity and inclusivity including 
continued monitoring and review.

There will be increased focus on diversity and inclusivity initiatives  
at all levels of the business including at Board level.

The inclusion of special topics for presentation to the Board and  
to make structural changes to the Board away day.

A programme of special topics and presenters has been  
compiled. Improvements to the Board away day structure  
will also be implemented so as to maximise the time the Board 
spends together.

Each of these key areas will remain firmly on the Board’s agenda 
during 2016 and an update will be provided in the 2016 Annual 
Report and Accounts.

Board evaluation 
The outcome of the 2014 Board evaluation (which was externally 
facilitated, in line with the requirement of the Code that this be 
undertaken in this way at least every third year) was reported on  
in detail in last year’s Corporate Governance Report. The main  
action points arising from that exercise, and action taken in  
respect of each, are set out in the table below.

As previously mentioned, the 2015 Board evaluation was  
internally facilitated, as set out on page 46.

The 2015 evaluation process consisted of the following:

• A detailed and comprehensive bespoke questionnaire which  
the Secretary sent individually to all Directors for completion.

• Collation of the responses by the Secretary.

• Review by the Chairman and the Secretary of each performance area, 
and of each Director.

• Presentation of the findings to the Board on a non-attributable basis.

• Preparation of action plans designed to address the findings,  
as set out in the table below, during 2016.

Feedback was then provided on an individual basis, by the Senior 
Independent Director to the Chairman (and vice versa); and through  
the Chairman discussing each individual Director’s own performance 
assessment with the relevant Director on a one-to-one basis.

The recommendations arising from the Board evaluations for 2014  
and 2015, together with actions taken during 2015 in relation to  
the former, and actions planned during 2016 in relation to the latter,  
are set out in the table below.

General Board Governance continued
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Management
Progress in achieving the Group Strategy is reviewed at each Board 
meeting and is reported on pages 16 to 17. The Chief Executive has 
responsibility for preparing and reviewing strategic plans for the Group 
and the annual budgetary process. These are subject to formal approval 
by the Board.

Budgets are re-examined in comparison with business forecasts 
throughout the year to ensure they are sufficiently robust to reflect the 
possible impact of changing economic conditions and circumstances. 
The Chief Executive and the Board conduct regular reviews of actual 
results and future projections with comparison against budget and prior 
year, together with various treasury reports. Disputes that may give  
rise to significant litigation or contractual claims are monitored at  
each Board meeting, with specific updates on any material 
developments or new matters presented by the Secretary.

The Group has clearly defined policies, processes and procedures 
governing all areas of the business, which will continue to be reviewed 
and refined in order to meet the requirements of the business and 
changing market circumstances. Defined authority limits continue  
to be closely monitored in response to prevailing market conditions.  
Any investment, acquisition or significant purchase or disposal of land 
requires detailed appraisal and is subject to approval by the Board  
or the Chief Executive, depending on the value and nature of the 
investment or contract.

There is a clearly identifiable organisational structure and a framework  
of delegated authority approved by the Board within which individual 
responsibilities of senior executives of Group companies are identified 
and can be monitored. The Operating Framework, within which 
delegated authorities, responsibilities and related processes are explained 
in detail, is available for review and guidance online by any employee 
through the Company’s intranet. These activities are reinforced through 
process compliance and other audits conducted by Internal Audit.

The annual employee performance appraisal process is objective-based, 
with individual objectives cascaded down from the appropriate business 
objectives. The process also identifies training needs to support 
achievement of objectives.

During 2015 the Group’s control environment was further enhanced  
both through the full implementation of the September 2014 update  
of the Code and also a robust risk assessment and review led by the 
Audit Committee. In addition, an independent review was conducted  
of the effectiveness of Internal Audit and of the Group’s strategic risk 
review process.

This 2015 Annual Report and Accounts
Your Directors have responsibility for preparing this 2015 Annual Report 
and Accounts and for making certain confirmations concerning it. In 
accordance with the Code provision C.1.1 the Board considers that, 
taken as a whole, it is fair, balanced and understandable and provides 
the information necessary for shareholders to assess the Company’s 
position, performance, business model and strategy.

The Board was able to reach this conclusion, and also received advice 
from the Audit Committee. The processes of review and assessment 
followed by that Committee in that respect, are set out on page 67.

The Viability Statement, introduced for the first time this year in line  
with the September 2014 revision of the Code, appears on page 35.

Shareholder engagement
The Board actively seeks and encourages engagement with major 
institutional shareholders and other stakeholders and supports  
the initiatives set out in both the Code and the Stewardship Code, 
which aim to foster a more proactive governance role by major 
shareholders. The Board has put in place arrangements designed 
to facilitate contact with shareholders concerning business, 
governance, remuneration and other issues. This provides the 
opportunity for meetings with shareholders and the Chairman, the 
Senior Independent Director as well as the Chief Executive, Group 
Finance Director, Group Legal Director and Company Secretary 
and other executives as appropriate, in order to establish a mutual 
understanding of objectives. The Company also operates a 
structured programme of investor relations, based on formal 
announcements and publications covering the full year and half 
year results. In addition, the Chairman meets with the Company’s 
institutional shareholders from time to time, both proactively  
and upon request, in order to discuss the Company and its 
performance, governance and remuneration policies. As set  
out in the Remuneration Report, the Remuneration Committee 
undertakes a consultation exercise each year and as part of  
this exercise, the Committee Chairman also engages directly  
with shareholders and their representative bodies.

All Directors receive formal reports and briefings during the year  
about the Company’s investor relations programme and receive 
detailed feedback through surveys, direct contact and also other 
means. This enables all Directors to develop an understanding  
of the views of major shareholders about the Company.

The Board encourages all shareholders to participate in the  
Annual General Meeting, which is attended by all Directors. 
Shareholders’ attention is drawn to the Notice of Meeting  
on pages 147 to 155 which sets out details of the rights of 
shareholders in connection with the notice of, and participation  
in, general meetings of the Company. This year, there are  
23 resolutions being submitted for shareholder consideration, 
including, Resolutions 20 to 22 which are requests for approval  
of substantial property transactions as defined in the Companies  
Act 2006, between the Company and Pete Redfern and  
Ryan Mangold.

For the 2015 AGM, shareholders representing 61% of the 
Company’s issued share capital voted in the poll. There was a  
vote in favour of 16 of the 20 resolutions of in excess of 99% and 
an average vote in favour across all 20 resolutions of over 98%.

Information about the Company, including full year and  
half year results and other major announcements, and additional 
information about shareholder facilities, is published on the 
Company’s website www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate

Sustainability Report 2015

Delivering  
quality for all 
our stakeholders
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Main objective
• To ensure there shall be a formal, 

rigorous and transparent process  
for the appointment of new Directors 
to the Board, its Committees and to 
other senior roles and in conjunction 
with the Board to ensure effective 
diversity improvements and 
succession planning processes 
across the Group

2015 Performance
• With the Diversity and Inclusivity 

Working Party, which was set up in 
2014, now up and running, progress 
has been achieved in these key 
areas – although there is still a lot of 
work to be done in order to achieve 
the Company’s diversity policy and 
wider diversity and inclusivity strategy

• Reviewed the Board structure, its 
skill sets, succession and contingency 
planning and recruited a new 
Independent Non Executive Director

• Finalised contingency and longer-term 
succession planning for all senior  
roles across the business, linked  
to talent development and  
targeted training programmes

• Formalised the induction process in 
place for newly appointed Directors

2016 Objectives
• To further progress the diversity  

and inclusivity agenda across  
the business, including partnering 
initiatives with selected third parties

• Monitor the developing requirements 
for reporting any gender pay gap  
and ensure processes and controls 
are in place to facilitate any necessary 
reporting in that area

• Given their importance, to ensure that 
the succession and contingency plans 
are regularly reviewed and updated

Nomination Committee Report

Kevin Beeston
Chairman of the Nomination Committee

Succession planning, together with people development and diversity 
and inclusivity, are top business priorities, which we will keep at the 
heart of our agenda.

I am pleased to be able to take this opportunity as Chairman of the Nomination Committee  
to summarise the important ongoing objectives and responsibilities of the Committee; the  
work that has been carried out during 2015; and its plans for the coming year.

The Committee’s key objective is to support the Board in fulfilling its responsibilities to ensure 
that there is a formal, rigorous and transparent process for the appointment of new Directors 
both to the Board and to senior management positions, and to ensure that effective succession 
planning and contingency planning processes are in place across the Group.

In meeting its objectives, both the Committee and the Board take into account diversity 
including gender and fully support the various Government initiatives in this key area, including 
the latest proposals from Lord Davies of Abersoch that the proportion of women on the boards 
of FTSE 350 companies should increase from 25% to 33% by the end of 2020. Diversity and 
inclusivity remains very much on the Taylor Wimpey agenda with regular reporting now taking 
place including a specific annual update and discussion.

During 2015, I and three female colleagues from the business were delighted to attend  
and participate in the Women on Boards Conference held by the Department for Business 
Innovation and Skills, as this was aimed at increasing the number of women considered  
for appointment to FTSE 350 boards. We were also pleased to support a number of other  
leading initiatives which are set out in more detail in this Nomination Committee Report.

The Committee’s objectives, the strategy for delivering them, progress made towards them 
during 2015 and targets and plans for 2016 are described in more detail in this Report.

The Committee’s achievements during 2015 and its plans for 2016 are set out on the left.

Key priorities are to:
• Continue to focus on succession planning across the Group.

• Drive the Company’s diversity and inclusivity agenda at all levels of the Group. 

• Regularly review our succession and contingency planning across the Group, and ensure 
that there is a clear link to individuals’ career development and professional development.

The Committee will continue to focus on ensuring that the present and future composition  
of the Board and the Group’s executive management is appropriate for the delivery of the 
Group’s strategy and that all relevant UK Corporate Governance Code (the ‘Code’) 
requirements continue to be met.
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Nomination Committee
Committee members Number of meetings attended

Kevin Beeston (Chairman) 2/2

Kate Barker 2/2

Margaret Ford 2/2

Mike Hussey 2/2

Pete Redfern(a) 0/2

Rob Rowley 2/2

Humphrey Singer(b) 0/0

(a) Stood down from the Committee on 1 January 2015.
(b) Appointed on 9 December 2015.

The Committee is chaired by the Chairman of the Board and is 
composed of a majority of Independent Non Executive Directors as 
required by the Code. Its members are set out in the table above. Pete 
Redfern (Chief Executive) stood down from the Committee with effect 
from 1 January 2015, such that the Committee is now comprised of  
the Chairman and all Independent Non Executive Directors who are 
members of the Board.

The Committee has procedures in place with regard to maintaining  
a formal, rigorous and transparent process for Board appointments, 
ensuring that appointments to the Board are made on merit and 
assessed against objective criteria. The Committee guides the Board  
in regularly assessing whether there is an appropriate balance of 
expertise and skills on the Board and other diversity considerations, 
whilst also having regard to the 2011 report from Lord Davies of 
Abersoch on Women on Boards (the Davies Report) and the 2015 
Report which raised the target from 25% to 33% by the end of 2020.

A description of how appointments are typically made to the Board  
is set out below and this was followed in connection with the recent 
appointment of Humphrey Singer to the Board as an Independent  
Non Executive Director on 9 December 2015.

The Committee oversees on behalf of the Board, and advises the  
Board on, the identification, assessment and selection of candidates  
for appointment to the Board. The Committee has a formal, rigorous  
and transparent process against objective criteria. The process  
of appointment of Humphrey Singer, prior to the decision of the  
Board, included:

• The engagement of independent recruitment consultants,  
JCA Group, who have no other connection to the Company.

• The preparation of a ‘long list’ of potential candidates which  
took into account diversity considerations and the outcome  
of the Committee’s latest review of the composition and skill  
sets of the Board.

• The selection of a ‘short list’ of suitable candidates meeting  
the Committee’s criteria.

• Interviews of those candidates by the Chairman, CEO, Group  
Finance Director and Secretary.

• Following selection of the proposed candidate, interviews  
with the remaining members of the Board and the taking  
up of detailed references.

The Nomination Committee also guides the Board in assessing from 
time to time whether the Board has the correct balance of expertise  
and in arranging orderly succession planning for appointments to  
the Board and in respect of senior management across the Group.

As highlighted in the Committee’s 2015 performance (opposite), the 
work of the Committee during the year focused strongly on progressive 
succession planning at all senior levels of the Company with a view to 
identifying key prospects and tailoring training and development plans  
to allow them to demonstrate their potential for future progression.

As part of this process, management below Board level is regularly 
provided with access to the Board, including the opportunity to attend 
Board meetings and other Board related functions in order to give 
presentations on specialist topics, project work and the performance  
of specific Business Units and Divisions. This helps to provide valuable 
exposure to the Board for up and coming management as well as  
being extremely valuable for Board members.

The Committee meets formally at least twice a year. During 2015,  
in addition to driving the recruitment of an additional Independent Non 
Executive Director, the Committee’s principal agenda items consisted  
of: longer term succession planning, reviewing and approving the key 
persons contingency plan and considering progress on diversity across 
the business. Wider succession planning and diversity remained on  
the Board agenda regularly throughout the year.

In addition, and in line with the Code, the Chairman and the Senior 
Independent Director, independent of each other, hold meetings at least 
annually with the Non Executive Directors without the Executive Directors 
present. The Chairman also liaises closely each year with each Director 
as part of the annual Board evaluation process.

Appointments and succession planning
It is the Company’s policy, in line with the Code, that proposed 
appointments to the Board, and succession planning, are based  
on merit, and judged against objective criteria, whilst also having due 
regard to the benefits of diversity and inclusiveness, including gender, 
age, ethnicity, thought and experience. Following the appointment of 
Humphrey Singer as an Independent Non Executive Director during the 
year, the Board now consists of nine Directors, two of whom are women, 
representing 22% of the Board. The Board fully supported the 25% 
target established by the Davies Report and also fully supports the 
increased target going forward of 33% by 2020. The Board aspires  
to increase the current level of representation to at least 25% and will  
also work towards achieving the higher target of 33% by 2020, whilst 
continuing to also have due regard to other aspects of diversity as 
outlined above. 

The Committee also reviews the time commitments of each Director 
both prior to all appointments and periodically so as to ensure that  
all Directors can discharge their responsibilities effectively.

During the year, we have increased our emphasis on succession 
planning for people at all levels of the organisation. As part of this,  
both the Board and the Nomination Committee have visibility of a  
wide range of employees with leadership potential together with their 
individual development plans. Each Divisional Chairman of the housing 
business chairs a divisional Talent Management Board (TMB) comprising 
senior executives of the Division together with HR representatives.  
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Nomination Committee Report continued

Each TMB then makes recommendations to the Group Talent Board 
which is chaired by the Chief Executive. These Boards regularly review 
succession planning and related development and training requirements 
across the UK Group. Further actions to support succession planning 
include the development of career paths linked to experience, exposure 
and education; an assessment and development centre; and the 
promotion of the Company’s mentoring scheme. We are also focusing 
upon recruiting individuals from a wider range of backgrounds, 
experience and industries at all levels.

During 2015, our UK management structure was reviewed and resulted 
in the appointment of two new Divisional Chairmen, both through internal 
promotion. This restructuring will facilitate improved operational control, 
better targeting of capital allocation, and a wider talent pool with great 
potential for further development.

Succession planning remains a key area of focus across all levels of the 
organisation. During the year, the Committee considered in detail short 
and long term succession planning for Directors and key executives, 
together with appropriate development plans. The Group Management 
Team (GMT) regularly reviews the Company’s succession plans and 
talent pipelines, with further action to support these areas continuing. 
The Committee also oversaw the establishment of contingency and 
longer term succession planning for all senior roles, linked to talent 
development and targeted training programmes. The Committee notes 
the publication by the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) of consultation 
around this area and will be monitoring developments carefully. 

There was one change in the composition of the Board during 2015,  
namely, the appointment of Humphrey Singer on 9 December 2015. 
Humphrey brings considerable experience and expertise in the areas  
of finance and due to his background, also in other areas such as  
digital solutions and customer services and will therefore enhance  
the overall skill sets of the Board. On his appointment to the Board, 
Humphrey joined the Nomination Committee, and the Audit Committee 
where his experience, including from his current role as Group Finance 
Director of Dixons Carphone plc, will be of considerable benefit. 

The composition and performance of the Board and its Committees 
were considered during the year and it was concluded that the  
Board and each Committee continues to function effectively.

The Committee believes that the balance of the Board, consisting 
of a Chairman, three Executive Directors and five Independent  
Non Executive Directors, recently augmented by Humphrey Singer’s 
additional skill set, will continue to provide the right blend of experience, 
expertise and challenge in order to take the Company forward in line  
with its strategy whilst ensuring and maintaining good governance  
and best practice. This will however be kept under regular review  
in line with the guidance set out in the Code.

At the Annual General Meeting of the Company to be held on 28 April 
2016 (AGM), all Directors will again be subject to re-election or, in the 
case of Humphrey Singer, to election, by shareholders in accordance 
with the Code. Biographical details of each Director can be found  
on pages 44 to 45.

Diversity policy
The Board remains committed to the belief that embracing diversity  
and inclusion will enable it to succeed better through a workforce  
that is more creative and innovative. The Board has adopted a policy  
on diversity which is set out on page 62 and is also available on the 
Company’s website at www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/investor-
relations/corporate-governance

The Company continues to seek to actively embrace the business  
and local communities in which it operates and will strive to reflect  
their richness and character so as to include such aspects as  
gender, race and religion – and also diversity of thought,  
background and experience.

The Company is also committed to ensuring that our people are free 
from any direct or indirect discrimination, harassment, bullying or any 
other form of victimisation. Our grievance and harassment policies 
ensure that any reported incidents are investigated. In addition, our 
whistleblowing policy encourages employees to speak up, including 
through an independent ‘Safecall’ telephone facility, against any 
inappropriate practices or behaviour and we regularly publicise the policy 
to all staff and workers on site. Due to the importance of whistleblowing, 
this policy, and the Company’s processes for addressing matters raised 
under it, was independently reviewed during 2015 and was found to be 
operating well – some improvements in process and documentation 
were recommended and these are being implemented.

Diversity and inclusion remained an area of clear focus throughout  
2015 which will continue into 2016 and for future years. A Working Party  
which includes a variety of members from across the business has been 
established to create a diversity and inclusion strategy and to implement 
new initiatives so as to improve our performance in these key areas.  
The strategy will focus on the challenges faced in developing an inclusive 
and diverse workforce. This includes working with specialist external 
bodies to maximise all opportunities, including:

• Developing our policy and both raising and meeting the expectations 
from our employees.

• Enhancing our awareness training programme. 

• Improving how we attract and recruit candidates to enable  
us to succeed through a workforce that is inclusive, creative  
and innovative.

During 2015 a number of key activities have taken place:

• The Working Party undertook several activities all aimed at better 
embedding a diversity and inclusivity culture within Taylor Wimpey. 
Specialist independent consultants were engaged to work with the 
Company with the aim of reviewing and assessing our current practices 
(Phase 1 of our diversity and inclusion strategy); to develop practical 
strategies and action plans (Phase 2 of the strategy); with a view  
to rolling out education and training modules to all of the Group’s 
business units in 2016 (Phase 3 of the strategy).
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• As part of the Review/Assessment phase (Phase 1) of the strategy, 
approximately 250 employees were engaged in several activities 
including one to one interviews, focus groups, and unconscious bias 
tests. The data from these activities is currently being assessed and 
will help to influence our action plans and relevant training modules 
during 2016.

• We have engaged with the Leonard Cheshire Disability Change 100 
Programme, a charitable initiative which provides talented disabled 
students with the opportunity to participate in a summer internship 
and professional development programme of 100 days’ work 
experience. We fully intend to engage with the Programme further 
during 2016.

• We have also engaged with the Career Transition Partnership which  
is a Ministry of Defence led initiative aimed at providing resettlement 
services for UK armed forces personnel as they transition to  
civilian life.

• We have continued to promote our ‘Employer of Choice’ and  
diversity agenda through numerous publications and have attended 
meetings involving the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors,  
Disability Confident, Stonewall, Women in Property, the Men as 
Change Agents Working Group and participated in the Royal Institute 
Of British Architects’ ‘See Me Join Me’ campaign aimed at increasing 
the appeal of our industry to women.

• We continue to actively work with our recruitment partners to ensure 
they understand and embrace our diversity and inclusion agenda.

• We recruited 98 apprentices (2014: 99), including 29 site management 
apprentices, 22 management trainees (2014: 50) and 19 graduates 
(2014: 19). We remain on target with the recruitment of our site 
management apprentices.

• We increased the number of employees with disabilities recruited. 
Working with key partners we hope to increase more permanent  
and secondment opportunities for people with disabilities.

• We introduced a new HR Information System which we believe will  
better capture data relating to all aspects of diversity and inclusion 
which will assist us with the management and monitoring of our 
strategy going forward.

• We continued to engage with a number of specific diversity partners  
in 2016 with an objective to drive the attraction and development  
of a more diverse and representative workforce.

• We continued the diversity discussion group meetings with the  
Chief Executive, Group HR Director and different sections of the 
workforce; to further embed diversity and inclusiveness at all levels  
of the Company.

The Board believes that by embracing diversity and inclusiveness, 
the Company will better understand how people’s differences and 
similarities can be utilised for the benefit of not only the Company but 
most importantly also for individuals and society as a whole. It is the 
Board’s view that having a diverse workforce will improve the Company’s 
ability to deliver its strategy; the homes that it builds; and its services. 

Diversity has continued to be a key item on the overall UK governance 
agenda during 2015. Within Taylor Wimpey, diversity has remained  
a key priority for the Board’s agenda and this will continue to be the  
case during 2016. Although the Board will continue to appoint on merit, 
we recognise that boards will generally perform better when they include 
top quality people from a range of backgrounds and perspectives. 
Diversity will continue to be a key consideration when contemplating  
the composition and refreshing of the Board and indeed our senior  
and wider management.

As noted opposite, during 2015 the Company put in place systems  
to measure and monitor diversity around the Group more effectively.  
With regard to gender, as at 31 December 2015:

• The Board consisted of nine Directors, two of whom are  
women (22%).

• The GMT, which is effectively the executive Board of Taylor Wimpey 
UK Limited, our main operating company, consisted of 10 executives, 
three of whom are women (30%).

• There is one woman out of 24 Regional Managing Directors (4%).

• Women across the Group account for 32% (2014: 32%)  
of the workforce.

• 27% (2014: 29%) of new starters with the Company during 2015  
are women.

While we are making reasonable progress, we of course recognise  
that we still have more work to do in order to fulfil our overall diversity 
ambitions and, as stated on page 58, it is a priority for 2016 to  
achieve further progress in this area.
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Progress of our diversity policy
The Company’s plans and progress in implementing its diversity policy, benchmarked against appropriate targets, are set out below.  
Progress is measured and monitored by the Nomination Committee and the Board.

Diversity policy Strategy Progress

Taylor Wimpey operates in 
diverse communities. We believe 
that embracing this diversity 
will enable us to succeed 
through a workforce that is 
inclusive, creative and innovative. 
Diversity covers many aspects. 
We have defined diversity  
to mean that we actively  
embrace the business and  
local communities in which we 
operate and will strive to reflect 
their richness and character to 
include such aspects as gender, 
race, disability and religion  
but also diversity of thought, 
background and experience.

We will examine our culture and 
practices to determine what further 
actions can be taken to improve 
diversity and inclusion within  
Taylor Wimpey.

The Working Party undertook several activities all aimed at embedding a diversity and inclusivity 
culture within Taylor Wimpey. Specialist consultants were engaged to work with us with the aim 
of reviewing and assessing our current practices (Phase 1 of our diversity and inclusion strategy) 
to develop practical strategies and action plans (Phase 2 of the strategy) with a view to rolling  
out education and training modules to all of the Group’s business units in 2016 (Phase 3 of  
the strategy).

As part of the Review/Assessment Phase of the strategy approximately 250 employees were 
engaged in several activities including one to one interviews, focus groups, and unconscious  
bias tests. The data from these activities is being assessed and will help to influence our  
action plans and relevant training modules during 2016.

Managing diversity is about 
valuing everyone as an  
individual – valuing people  
as our employees, customers 
and clients. People have different 
needs, values and beliefs. Our 
people management practice 
demands that employment 
propositions are both 
consistently fair but also  
flexible and inclusive in ways  
that assist our people while 
supporting our business  
needs and objectives.

We will identify people  
management practices that  
assist a diverse workforce  
to achieve their full potential. 

We will use our Community 
Engagement Programme  
to heighten awareness of personal 
interaction and valuing individuals.

We will increase the opportunities  
for young people to join the 
Company and will promote 
continuous personal development.

We have engaged with the Leonard Cheshire Disability Change 100 Programme, a charity that 
provides talented disabled students with the opportunity to participate in a summer internship 
and professional development programme. Feedback from the students thus far has been 
positive and we intend to engage with the programme further during 2016.

We have also engaged with Career Transition Partnership, which is a Ministry of Defence led 
initiative aimed at providing resettlement services for UK armed forces personnel as they 
transition to civilian life.

We have continued to promote our ‘Employer of Choice’ and diversity agenda through numerous 
publications and have attended meetings involving the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 
Disability Confident, Stonewall, Women in Property and participated in the Royal Institute Of 
British Architects’ ‘See Me Join Me’ campaign aimed at increasing the appeal of our industry  
to women.

We believe that everyone  
should have the right to equal 
access to employment and, 
when in our employ, to equal  
pay and access to training  
and career development.

We will ensure that all managers 
involved in recruitment and  
selection receive training that 
incorporates the areas of diversity 
and promoting equality.

We will extend our recruitment 
sources in order to attract a more 
diverse range of applicants.

We continue to work with our recruitment partners to ensure they understand and embrace  
our diversity and inclusion agenda.

We recruited 98 apprentices (2014: 99), including 29 site management apprentices,  
22 management trainees (2014: 50) and 19 graduates (2014: 19). We remain on target  
with the recruitment of our site management apprentices.

There was an increase in the number of employees with disabilities recruited. Working with  
key partners we hope to increase more permanent and secondment opportunities for people  
with disabilities.

We introduced a new HR Information System which we believe will better capture data relating  
to all aspects of diversity and inclusion.

We continue to partner with a number of specific diversity partners in 2016 with an objective  
to drive the attraction and development of a more diverse and representative workforce.

Continue the diversity discussion group meetings with the Chief Executive, Group HR Director 
and different sections of the workforce; to further embed diversity and inclusiveness at all levels  
of the Company.

We are committed to ensuring 
that our people are free from any 
direct or indirect discrimination, 
harassment or bullying. We will 
not tolerate any behaviour that 
detracts from this.

We will encourage our people to 
speak out and report any direct or 
indirect discrimination, harassment  
or bullying. We will act promptly  
in addressing any inappropriate 
behaviour or practice.

A specific focus of the Company’s whistleblowing campaign is on diversity, encouraging 
employees to speak up against any inappropriate practices or behaviour.

Our grievance policy ensures that any reports of harassment or bullying are investigated  
and acted upon.

We acknowledge that we must 
continue to promote diversity in 
order to create an organisation 
that attracts, supports and 
promotes the broadest range  
of talent. Establishing an 
organisational culture with  
diversity as a core value will  
enable individuals to reach their  
full potential and provide the best 
service to our customers.

Diversity will be promoted from  
the highest level and we will ensure 
that our people understand the 
benefits of having a diverse and 
inclusive workforce.

Diversity is a core message within our strategy; a main item at our Executive and  
Regional Management meetings; and is a standing agenda item at GMT meetings.

The next stage of the improvement initiative, which commenced in November 2015, is to  
use the data gathered from our research as the basis for the development phase, which will 
further develop the Company’s strategy in these areas and identify the key actions to drive  
the project forward during 2016.
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Rob Rowley
Chairman of the Audit Committee

Main objective
•  To assist the Board in fulfilling its 

corporate governance responsibilities 
relating to the Group’s risk management 
and internal control framework; internal 
audit process; financial reporting 
practices; external audit process;  
and whistleblowing procedures

2015 Key achievements
• Fully implemented, and ensured 

compliance with, the additional 
requirements introduced in the 
September 2014 update of the  
Code, including oversight of the design 
and implementation of processes and 
controls designed to permit the Board to 
make the new Viability Statement which 
appears on page 35

• Oversaw the latest external evaluation  
of the Internal Audit function and  
strategic risk review processes to ensure 
effectiveness and ability to support strong 
controls and governance across the Group

• Considered the Group Fraud Risk 
Assessment to ensure appropriate 
measures remain in place

• Ensured the continuing robustness  
of the risk management framework to 
changes in the operating environment

2016 Key areas of focus
• Monitor the implementation of IT 

initiatives, particularly in the area  
of cyber security

• Monitor the implementation of  
the new Group consolidation and  
reporting system

• Oversee the implementation of initiatives 
relating to the effectiveness of both the 
Internal Audit function and the Risk 
Management Framework

These are explained in detail in the 
Committee Chairman’s Letter to 
Shareholders opposite.

Audit Committee Report

I am pleased to be able to take this opportunity as Chairman of the Audit Committee to 
summarise the ongoing responsibilities and objectives of the Committee; the work that  
has been carried out during 2015; and the priorities established for 2016.

The Committee supports the Board in fulfilling its corporate governance responsibilities  
relating to the Group’s risk management and internal control framework; internal audit process; 
financial reporting practices; the preparation and compliance of the Company’s Annual Report 
and Accounts; external audit process; and whistleblowing procedures.

The terms of reference of the Audit Committee, which are summarised on page 64, reflect its 
responsibilities under the UK Corporate Governance Code (the ‘Code’), and related regulations.

The Committee conducts an annual evaluation of its performance against its key objectives. 
The evaluation for 2015 was formally assessed by the Committee at its February  
2016 meeting.

During 2015 the Audit Committee:
• Reviewed processes designed to meet new governance requirements, namely:

 − Fully implemented, and ensured compliance with, the additional requirements  
introduced in the September 2014 update of the Code and continued to support the 
Board in ensuring that the requirements of the Code, especially provision C1, are met.

 − Oversaw the design and implementation of processes and controls designed to permit 
the Board to make the new Viability Statement which appears on page 35.

 − Undertook an assessment of the effectiveness of the external audit process.

 − Oversaw the design and implementation of robust processes to meet the requirements  
of the Guidance On Risk Management, Internal Control And Related Financial  
And Business Reporting issued by the Financial Reporting Council (the FRC)  
in September 2014.

• Oversaw the external evaluation of the Internal Audit function and the Group’s strategic  
risk review processes by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC).

• Reviewed the processes and controls within the Company’s key corporate functions.

• Received the Group Fraud Risk Assessment for 2015 and ensured that appropriate 
measures and controls remained in place and are robust to any changes to the  
operating environment.

• Oversaw the change of the Company’s basis of accounting from UKGAAP to FRS101  
as reported last year.

• Ensured those systems and processes that impact key data to facilitate timely decision 
making were effective.

• Focused on the key processes that support the Group’s execution of its strategy.

Key priorities for 2016 are:
• To monitor the implementation of IT initiatives ensuring appropriate focus on cyber  

security in the key areas of customers, suppliers and employees.

• To monitor the implementation of the new Group consolidation and reporting system  
to ensure it contributes to the efficiency and effectiveness of the Finance function.

• To oversee the implementation of initiatives highlighted in the PwC report on the 
effectiveness of both the Internal Audit function and the Risk Management Framework.

The Committee will continue to focus on ensuring that all the relevant codes and  
regulations are complied with to ensure that the business is operating in a controlled  
and managed environment.

Maintaining and enhancing the strong governance and risk 
management framework together with effective internal controls  
are our top priorities.
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Audit Committee
Committee members Number of meetings attended

Rob Rowley 3/3

Kate Barker 3/3

Mike Hussey 3/3

Humphrey Singer(a) 1/1

(a) Appointed to the Board 9 December 2015.

The members of the Audit Committee during 2015 and their attendance 
at meetings of the Committee during that year are as set out above.

Details of the Committee’s activities during 2015 and priorities for 2016 
are contained in the Letter from the Chairman of the Audit Committee  
on the preceding page.

The Audit Committee is chaired by Rob Rowley. All members of the 
Committee are Independent Non Executive Directors as required by  
the Code. During the year, Humphrey Singer, who was appointed to  
the Board on 9 December 2015, joined the Committee on that date and 
brings a wealth of financial experience and expertise, which will augment 
the Committee’s skill sets. The Board has determined that Rob Rowley  
(who currently chairs the audit committee at moneysupermarket.com 
Group PLC) and Humphrey Singer both have recent and relevant 
financial experience as required by the Code. 

Committee meetings are also attended, by invitation, by the  
Chairman of the Company and other Non Executive Directors who are 
not members of the Committee, the Executive Directors, Head of Internal 
Audit, other senior executives and by Deloitte LLP (Deloitte), the external 
auditor. The Committee also meets privately with representatives from 
Deloitte during at least two Committee meetings per annum, which 
normally take place around the time of the full and half year financial 
statements, in order to discuss any matters which the auditor may  
wish to raise in confidence, without any Executive Directors (other  
than the Secretary) being present. 

The Audit Committee met on three occasions during the year. At those 
meetings, the Committee carried out its remit which primarily includes:

at its February 2015 meeting:

• Reviewed the final draft 2014 Annual Report and Accounts together 
with any significant accounting and audit issues thereon; considering 
issues of materiality and the external auditor’s report on the progress  
of the audit; conducting a formal compliance check.

• Reviewed the draft Preliminary Announcement of the Group’s 2014 
results; and advised the Board regarding the appropriateness  
of the proposed final maintenance dividend for 2014.

• Conducted the 2014 year end risk review.

• Oversaw the introduction of processes designed to address  
the new Viability Statement reporting for 2015.

at its July 2015 meeting:

• Reviewed the final draft half year statement for 2015 together with 
details of any significant accounting issues thereon; considering  
issues of materiality and the external auditor’s report on its review  
of that statement.

• Conducted the 2015 half year risk review.

• Received the Group fraud risk assessment.

• Reviewed an overview of the accounting changes consequent  
upon the adoption of the FRS 101 basis of accounting.

• Agreed the brief for the external evaluation of Internal Audit and  
of the Company’s approach to strategic risk.

• Advised the Board regarding the appropriateness of the proposed 
interim maintenance dividend and special dividend for 2016.

• Reviewed Deloitte’s audit plan for the audit of the Company’s  
2015 accounts, and report on the progress of the audit to date.

at its December 2015 meeting:

• Conducted the 2015 year end risk review.

• Reviewed the outcome of PwC’s independent review of the 
effectiveness of Internal Audit and the related review of the  
Company’s approach to strategic risks.

• Approved updates to the Audit Committee framework.

• Reviewed and confirmed the processes which allow the Committee  
to ensure that the 2015 Annual Report and Accounts meets the 
requirements of Code provision C.1.

• Reviewed and confirmed the processes which allow the Committee  
to assess the performance of Deloitte during the audit of the 
Company’s 2015 full year reporting and make a recommendation  
to the Board as to their re-appointment at the 2016 AGM.

• Received a briefing on key accounting judgements with regard  
to the Company’s 2015 accounts.

• Oversaw the process leading to the Board’s new Viability Statement, 
included for the first time in its 2015 reporting.

In addition, at each meeting, the Committee also reviewed its other  
areas of responsibility, including:

• The internal audit process and the review of reports received and 
actions arising therefrom.

• The risk management and internal control framework.

• The Company’s whistleblowing procedures and the adequacy  
of any investigations.

• Checking for any incidences of fraud, actual, alleged or precautionary, 
and ensuring proper controls and a response plan are in place.

• Financial reporting practices.

In carrying out these activities, the Committee places reliance on  
regular reports from executive management, Internal Audit and from  
the Company’s external auditor. In monitoring the financial reporting 
practices, the Audit Committee reviewed accounting policies, areas  
of judgement, the going concern assumptions and compliance with 
accounting standards and the requirements of the Code. During the 
year, the Committee reviewed, prior to publication, other statements 
affecting the Group concerning price sensitive information as necessary. 

External auditor
Re-appointment
As noted earlier, Deloitte LLP is the Company’s external auditor.  
Their performance is kept under regular review by the Board and the 
Audit Committee and the Committee undertook a formal assessment  
of the external audit process during the external audit of the Company’s 
2015 results and Deloitte’s suitability going forward.

This review took the form of a checklist and questionnaire issued  
to Directors; executives involved in the detailed stages of the audit 
process; and a representative sample of employees in regional business 
units which were subject to audit. The responses were augmented by 
external feedback on the relative performance of auditors generally, and 
from regulatory sources. A summary of the findings was prepared by 
Internal Audit and considered by the Audit Committee at its February 
2016 meeting.

The outcome of the review was that the Committee recommended to 
the Board, which in turn is recommending to shareholders in Resolution 
13 on page 153, that Deloitte be re-appointed as the Company’s auditor 
at the 2016 AGM.
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Tender
A formal competitive audit tender process was carried out by the 
Company with regard to the 2008 audit, following which Deloitte was 
selected to continue as external auditor to the Company. The current 
lead engagement partner is Edward Hanson, whose responsibility for  
the audit under Deloitte’s partner rotation scheme commenced with the 
2014 audit. The Code requires FTSE 350 companies to put the external 
audit contract out to tender at least once every 10 years. The Company 
also notes the guidance issued by the FRC by way of transitional 
arrangements. Therefore, and having due regard to the foregoing, having 
conducted a tender process in 2007/2008, the Company presently 
intends to defer tendering again, until completion of Edward Hanson’s 
rotation in 2019, but will of course keep the matter under regular review, 
taking into account the annual performance review to be conducted by 
the Committee as well as other relevant factors. There are no contractual 
restrictions on the Company’s selection of its external auditor.

Statement of compliance
The Company has complied throughout the reporting year with the 
provisions of The Statutory Audit Services for Large Companies Market 
Investigation (Mandatory Use of Competitive Tender processes and  
Audit Committee Responsibilities) Order 2014.

Appointment of the auditor for non-audit services
The Audit Committee has a formal policy on whether the Company’s 
external auditor should be employed to provide services other than  
audit services. In line with the Code, the Committee has regard to the 
relevant ethical guidance regarding the provision of non-audit services  
by Deloitte. 

This policy requires that there should be a competitive tender process –  
except in narrowly defined circumstances where it is considered that, 
based on confidentiality, past knowledge and other commercial reasons, 
there is an advantage in using a single tender procurement procedure.

The Committee has determined that the following assignments should 
not be undertaken by the auditors:

• Bookkeeping or other services related to the accounting records  
or financial statements.

• Internal audit outsourcing services.

• The provision of advice on large Information Technology systems. 

• Services connected with valuation, litigation support, legal, recruitment 
or remuneration.

The Board is satisfied that this policy is conducive to the maintenance  
of good governance, best practice and auditor independence  
and objectivity. 

Non-audit services in 2015 predominantly related to work undertaken  
as a result of Deloitte’s role as auditors, in particular the interim review in 
connection with the Company’s half year results for 2015 and tax work 
which included some advisory services to the Company and its 
subsidiaries. Deloitte also performed certain real estate advisory work, 
for which they were selected as they were considered to be the best 
supplier for that service. All independence considerations were  
considered with regard to these services, in line with the above policy,  
and were fully compliant with it.

The Audit Committee fully recognises and supports the importance of 
the independence of auditors. Its review of the auditor’s performance 
during 2015 included non-audit services. The Committee is satisfied that 
the carrying out of the above work did not, and will not going forward, 
impair the independence of the external auditor. It also recognises that, 
from time to time, there is a clear commercial advantage based on cost 
and timetable requirements in using the Company’s auditors. As a result, 
the value of non-audit services work was £0.2m in 2015 (2014: £0.2m) 
as set out in Note 6 to the Accounts on page 110.

The Committee is aware of proposals by the FRC that the current 
guidelines on the employment of the external auditor on non-audit work 
should be amended, such that the value of non-audit work should be  
no more than 70% of the audit fee for the relevant year. As can be noted 
from Note 6 to the Accounts, referred to in the preceding paragraph,  
if the proposed new guidelines are adopted, the Company would have 
been in compliance with them in 2015 and in each of the preceding  
two years.

Internal Audit
The Internal Audit function reviews the effectiveness and efficiency  
of the systems of internal control in place to safeguard the assets;  
to quantify, price, transfer, avoid or mitigate risks; and to monitor  
the activities of the Group in accomplishing established objectives.  
Following each review an Internal Audit report is provided to both  
the management responsible for the area reviewed and the Group 
Management Team (GMT). These reports outline Internal Audit’s opinion 
of the management control framework in place together with actions 
indicating improvements proposed or made as appropriate. The Chief 
Executive, the GMT and senior management consider the reports  
on a regular basis and are responsible for ensuring that improvements 
are made as agreed. A database of audit recommendations and 
improvement initiatives is maintained. Follow-up and escalation 
processes ensure that such improvements are implemented  
and fully embedded in a timely manner.

The Company belongs to and participates in industry-wide  
forums and other initiatives aimed at combating fraud within  
the construction industry.

Summaries of all key Internal Audit reviews and activity and resulting 
reports are provided to the Audit Committee for review and discussion.

The Internal Audit function also formally reviews proposed related party 
transactions, such as purchases by employees from Group companies, 
to ensure proper procedures are followed and that such procedures  
are undertaken strictly in accordance with the formal policy in place  
and, where applicable, company law.

During 2015, an independent formal evaluation of the Internal Audit 
function was carried out on behalf of the Audit Committee by PwC  
and its finding was that Internal Audit continues to operate effectively.  
In addition, a number of initiatives were progressed during 2015 to 
ensure the Internal Audit function continues to meet both current  
best practice and the evolving needs of the Group.

The Internal Audit Charter, which codifies the aims, modus operandi  
and outputs of Internal Audit, was reviewed by the Committee for 
ongoing appropriateness.

The Head of Internal Audit has direct access at all times to the Chairman 
of the Audit Committee, the Chairman of the Board and also to the  
Chief Executive and the other Executive Directors.
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Audit Committee Report continued

Risk management and internal control
The Group has established an ongoing process of risk management  
and internal control, applying Main Principle C.2 and its Supporting  
Code Provisions of the Code. The Board is responsible for the 
effectiveness of the system of internal control, which has been designed 
to meet the requirements of the Group and the risks it encounters, 
including taking account of environmental, social and governance 
considerations. The systems cannot eliminate the risk of failure but  
rather seek to manage both the likelihood of their occurrence and  
the extent of their impact, and can only provide reasonable and not 
absolute assurance against material misstatement or loss.

The Principal Risks facing the Company, as assessed by the Board,  
are set out on pages 36 to 37, together with information on action taken 
and/or planned to mitigate each one.

The Board makes its assessment of risk half yearly, after overseeing  
a bottom-up and top-down review of risk in all areas of the business. 
Action to mitigate the effect of each one is led by the Chief Executive 
either directly or indirectly.

The Board’s assessments use a standard methodology which takes  
into account environmental, social and governance considerations.  
In compliance with the Code, the Board also regularly reviews the 
effectiveness of the Group’s system of internal control in providing  
a responsible assessment and mitigation of risks. The Board’s  
monitoring covers all controls, including financial, operational, 
compliance and assurance controls which include risk management.

Compliance with the Group’s system of internal control is primarily  
driven and co-ordinated through compliance with an established 
Operating Framework (OF) supported by function manuals covering  
the main disciplines. These include clear levels of delegated authority, 
responsibility and accountability, and are subject to periodic review  
to ensure they remain appropriate and proportionate to the Group’s 
changing strategic and operating requirements. Adherence to the OF  
is monitored by management and assessed independently by Internal 
Audit. At its half year and year end meetings, the Board reviews risk  
in relation to the Company’s strategic objectives and its current plans  
to deliver them. It also reviews progress and performance in action  
taken to mitigate the impact of those risks.

The Board is supported in this by more regular and detailed reviews,  
by the Audit Committee, including the review of progress reports from 
Internal Audit, and by operational risk reviews across the business,  
led by the GMT. These reviews during 2015 resulted in a number  
of enhancements to internal controls, designed to reduce or better  
manage risk across the business. These included continuing reviews  
of the effectiveness of the embedding, during 2014, of the COINs  
and 1B1S ERP business systems, which have improved the accuracy, 
timeliness and uniformity of data used to manage, and report on,  
the Group’s businesses, and further work towards updating the OF  
and Commercial and Finance Manuals, which guide the businesses  
in ensuring compliance with Group standards.

During 2015, the Committee oversaw the introduction of new and 
revised processes and reporting, designed to meet the requirements  
of the FRC’s September 2014 Guidance on Risk Management, Internal 
Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting. This aims to 
bring together elements of best practice for risk management; to prompt 
boards to consider how to discharge their responsibilities in relation to 
Principal Risks faced by the Company; embed risk management and 
internal control in the Company’s business processes; and highlights 
related reporting responsibilities. These new regulations applied for  
the first time to the Company’s 2015 reporting, and the Committee 
believes they will enhance sound stewardship by the Board in these 
areas. The principal change is the inclusion of the new Viability 
Statement, referred to later in this Report.

At its meeting in February 2016, the Board, after conducting its own 
review and after reviewing more detailed assessments from the  
Audit Committee, remained satisfied that the system of internal control 
continued to be effective in identifying, assessing, and ranking the various 
risks facing the Company; and in monitoring and reporting progress  
in mitigating their potential impact on the Company. The Board also 
approved the statement of the Principal Risks set out on pages 36  
to 37 of this Annual Report.

Whistleblowing 
The Group’s whistleblowing policy is supported by a clear  
process that includes an externally facilitated hotline through which  
any person, including employees of the Company, may, in confidence, 
raise concerns about possible improprieties in financial reporting, other 
operational matters or inappropriate behaviours in the work place.  
All whistleblowing cases are formally investigated by the Head of  
Internal Audit, Group Director of Health, Safety and Environment  
(where appropriate), Group Human Resources Director and/or the  
Group Legal Director and Company Secretary depending on the  
nature of the issue. The Chief Executive is apprised of all allegations  
and conclusions of the review.

Whistleblowing incidents and their outcome are reported to the  
Audit Committee. Whistleblowing is a standing item on each Audit 
Committee agenda, which allows the Committee to regularly review  
the adequacy of the policy in line with its requirement to do so under  
the Code. The process is regularly reviewed and during 2015 an 
independent, external appraisal was conducted, which confirmed  
that the Company’s policy in this respect was adequate. A number  
of administrative recommendations were however made and these  
have been addressed. The Committee is satisfied that the policy  
and its administration remain effective.

Change of basis of accounting
As reported last year, the Company changed its basis of accounting  
with effect from 1 January 2015, from UKGAAP (which the Financial 
Reporting Committee (FRC) announced should change for all relevant 
companies from that date) to FRS 101. The reason for choosing FRS 
101 is that it is based on International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS), as endorsed by the European Union, and currently used for  
the Group financial statements. It was therefore proposed that the 
Company’s basis of accounting be changed from UKGAAP to  
FRS 101 with effect from 1 January 2015.

The Audit Committee continues to support this change, which is  
largely a technical matter designed to ensure that the Company’s 
accounts continue to be prepared in an appropriate way, which meets 
the standards applied by the accounting and auditing bodies of the UK, 
and remains in line with current law, regulation and guidance. During  
the year, the Committee oversaw the change and ensured that it had  
no detrimental effect on the Company’s reporting for 2015.

The Group Accounts are not impacted by this change. The Group 
Statutory Accounts are, and will continue to be prepared in accordance 
with IFRS as adopted by the European Union.

Going concern
The Group has prepared forecasts, including certain sensitivities, taking 
into account the Principal Risks identified on pages 36 to 37. Having 
considered these forecasts, the Directors remain of the view that the 
Group’s financing arrangements and capital structure provide both  
the necessary facilities and covenant headroom to enable the Group  
to conduct its business for at least the next 12 months. Accordingly,  
the consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a going 
concern basis.
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Viability Statement
A new requirement for the Company’s 2015 reporting, arising from  
the FRC’s September 2014 Guidance on Risk Management, Internal 
Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting, is the inclusion  
of a Viability Statement. This is designed to be a longer term view  
of the sustainability of the Company’s strategy and business model  
and related resourcing, in the light of projected wider economic and 
market developments.

During 2015, the Committee oversaw the introduction of processes 
designed to enable the Board to make this statement. The statement 
appears on page 35 together with details of the processes, assumptions, 
and testing which underpin it.

Annual Report and Accounts 2015
Code provision C.1
The Board has responsibility under C.1 of the Code and its Supporting 
Principles and Code Provisions, for preparing the Company’s Annual 
Report and Accounts; for ensuring that it presents a fair, balanced and 
understandable assessment of the Company’s position and prospects; 
and that it provides the information necessary for shareholders to assess 
the Company’s performance, business model and strategy.

Process
The review of the Company’s Annual Report and Accounts took the form 
of a detailed assessment of the collaborative process of drafting them, 
which involves the Company’s Investor Relations; Finance; Company 
Secretariat; and Internal Audit Departments, with guidance and input 
from external advisers. It ensured that there is a clear and unified link 
between this Annual Report and Accounts and the Company’s other 
external reporting, and between the three main sections of the Annual 
Report and Accounts – the Strategic Report; the Governance Reports; 
and the Accounts.

In particular, the Committee:

• Reviewed all material matters, as reported elsewhere in this  
Annual Report.

• Ensured that it correctly reflected the Company’s performance  
in the reporting year, as described on pages 12 to 41.

• Ensured that it correctly reflected the Company’s business model,  
as described on pages 18 to 33.

• Ensured that it correctly described the Company’s strategy,  
as described on pages 16 to 17.

• Ensured that it presented a consistent message throughout.

• Considered whether it presented the information in a clear and concise 
manner, illustrated by appropriate KPIs, to facilitate shareholders’ 
access to relevant information.

Significant items
As part of the above process, the Committee considered the following 
significant items in connection with the preparation of the 2015 Annual 
Report and Accounts:

• That the carrying value of inventory is reflective of the lower of cost 
and net realisable value and all relevant disclosures are included in the 
accounts. The Company carries out a net realisable value assessment 
for inventory every six months, the process and results of which are 
discussed by the Audit Committee.

• That the assumptions used in calculating the net pension liabilities 
are reasonable and supported by appropriate data and external 
advice. The Company takes external advice, including market-wide 
comparisons, in valuing pension assets and liabilities. These are 
discussed and agreed by the Committee. 

• The Committee also satisfied itself that the underlying business 
processes that dictate the points of recognition for revenue, and the 
way in which inventory is costed and allocated, remain appropriate.

As part of the year-end process the Audit Committee received  
updates on other judgemental areas including provisions and taxation. 
The presentation of exceptional items and changes to IFRS were also 
considered when reviewing the 2015 Annual Report and Accounts.

Conclusion
A summary of the process and of the Committee’s findings, was 
considered by the Board at its meeting on 25 February 2016. The 
outcome of that review was that the Committee confirmed to the Board 
that the 2015 Annual Report and Accounts met the requirements of 
Code provision C.1, and the Board’s formal statement to that effect,  
to meet the requirements of the Code, is set out on page 50.
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I am delighted to be able to again take this opportunity to summarise the Company’s 
Remuneration Policy and the way it has been implemented during 2015.

As always, the Committee remains very mindful of the interest in executive remuneration and  
has again sought to ensure that the remuneration policies and practices at Taylor Wimpey drive 
behaviour that is appropriate and in the long term interests of the Company and its shareholders.

Shareholders approved the Remuneration Policy (the Policy), as set out on pages 71 to 73 
of this Report, at the 2014 AGM. The Remuneration Committee is of the view that the Policy 
continues to remain appropriate and should therefore continue to operate until its planned renewal 
at the Company’s 2017 AGM. There are no changes proposed to the Policy; however, there are 
some minor differences in the way in which the Policy will be implemented in 2016 compared  
with 2015. In order to assist shareholders, we have added additional explanations where there  
are any differences in the way in which the Policy will be implemented in 2016 compared with 
previous years. Where additional information has been included in this Policy, this has again  
been clearly indicated in italicised text.

Although no changes are proposed, the Policy has, nevertheless, again been included in this  
Report in full, for ease of reference, so as to assist shareholders in reviewing the Company’s 
implementation of the Policy during 2015 and the Committee’s proposals for 2016. The Annual 
Report on Remuneration, which describes the implementation of the Policy during the year,  
will again be subject to an advisory vote by shareholders, and this will take place at the 
forthcoming AGM to be held on 28 April 2016.

The Committee has continued its much valued practice of engaging with key institutional investors 
and shareholder representative bodies with regard to Director remuneration. As in previous years, 
the Committee has considered and taken into account all of the feedback which it has received 
and is, as ever, very grateful for the constructive engagement and feedback. In addition,  
the Committee has carefully reviewed and taken into consideration applicable developments  
in corporate governance and best practice during the year.

With regard to salaries, it is proposed that the general increase throughout the Company to take 
effect from 1 April 2016 will be 3% and it is proposed that this level of increase will also apply  
to the three Executive Directors.

With regard to the 2015 short term incentive (cash bonus) in place for Executive Directors,  
the Company performed strongly against certain of the Group KPIs during the year, particularly  
in respect of its financial targets: Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT), Margin and Cash 
Conversion. The Company did not however meet the challenging Customer Service target that  
was set for 2015 and which attracted a 20% weighting. Accordingly, the bonus outturn for 2015 
was 78% of the maximum bonus potential. One-third of this incentive for the Executive Directors  
will be deferred into shares to be held on trust for three years. For 2016, the improvement of 
Customer Service remains a very high priority for the Company and therefore the Committee has 
retained this as a target with an unchanged weighting of 20% of the overall short term incentive 
scheme targets. 

Turning to the Performance Share Plan (PSP), as previously explained, the ROCE and Margin 
performance conditions of the 2012 awards were measured at different times compared to the 
relative TSR performance conditions for that award, with the consequence that only the ROCE 
and Margin elements could be included in the single figure for 2014 reported last year. 

Remuneration Report

Main objective
• To establish and maintain formal  

and transparent procedures for 
developing policy on executive 
remuneration and for agreeing the 
remuneration packages of individual 
Directors and senior executives  
and to monitor and report on them

2015 Developments
• Carefully monitored Company 

performance in relation to the 
achievement of its strategic goals,  
so as to ensure that the potential  
and actual reward available to  
Executive Directors and the wider 
executive team was closely linked  
to performance measures reflecting 
those achievements

• Further aligned employees’ and 
shareholders’ interests by extending  
the participation in the PSP to members 
of the Company’s regional Business  
Unit management teams and by  
further extending shareholding target 
guidelines below Board level

• In conjunction with the Board,  
further increased participation  
in the all-employee share plans  
and the percentage of employee 
shareholders

2016 Objectives
• To review the Remuneration Policy  

and consult as appropriate ahead  
of the submission of the Policy  
to shareholders for approval at  
the 2017 Annual General Meeting

• To continue the process of increased 
alignment with shareholders through 
increased participation in our all-employee 
share plans and enhanced share 
ownership guidelines

The Committee believes in ensuring a strong alignment between  
Executive Directors and senior management with the interests of  
the Company’s shareholders.

Baroness Ford of Cunninghame
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee
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Accordingly, we were able to report last year that the ROCE and Margin 
elements of the 2012 award would each vest at 100% and I can now 
confirm that 100% of the relative TSR vs FTSE 250 element of the award 
vested and that 71.86% of the relative TSR vs Sector Peers element 
vested. As a result, as set out in the table on page 80, 94.37% of the 
overall 2012 PSP award vested in March 2015.

As set out in previous Remuneration Reports, the performance period  
for PSP awards for 2013 and for subsequent awards was amended  
such that all performance conditions, including those for TSR, are now 
measured over a period of three financial years, with all ending and 
measured as at 31 December of the final year. As a result of this, I can 
now confirm that, based on the Company’s results for 2015 and its 
relative TSR for the three year period ending on 31 December 2015,  
all measures were met in full which has resulted in an overall vesting of 
100%, details of which are also set out in the table on page 80. The single 
figure for 2015 set out below therefore includes the TSR elements of the 
2012 PSP awards (which, for example, amounted to £1,488,085 for 
Pete Redfern) plus all elements of the 2013 awards.

The level of vesting under the PSP awards made in 2012 and 2013  
reflect the continuing improvement in the Group’s performance including 
Return on Capital Employed and Operating Margin from 14.3% to 
27.1% and 11.2% to 20.3%, respectively, between 2012 and 2015.  
This improvement in financial performance has contributed to a c.209% 
increase in Taylor Wimpey’s share price over the same period (from 
65.8p on 31 December 2012 to 203.1p on 31 December 2015) and 
total shareholder return of c.243% over the same period, resulting  
in a significant increase in value for our shareholders and in the level  
of the awards that have vested. 

The Committee believes that the level of achievement under both  
the short term and long term plans reflects the Company’s excellent 
underlying performance, which is described in the Chairman’s Statement 
on page 10 and the Chief Executive’s Review on page 12.

The operation of the incentive arrangements for 2016 will be 
unchanged structurally. The short term incentive will therefore retain 
EBIT, Cash Conversion and Customer Service as measures but we 
have decided to increase the weighting on EBIT from 35% to 40%. 
The Committee has also decided to replace the Margin performance 
measure with a Return on Net Assets measure in order to recognise 
the importance to the Company of capital efficiency. Margin will of 
course remain an area of particular operational focus for the Group 
and will be taken into consideration as part of the Committee’s 
assessment of the financial underpin test that is applied before  
any award vests under the PSP. With regard to the PSP itself, the 
performance measures will be revised to: TSR versus the FTSE 100; 
TSR versus a peer group to which has been added Countryside 
Properties; plus the ROCE and Cash Conversion measures.  
The ROCE measure has been stretched from a range of 16% to 24%,  
to 18% to 26% in order to reflect the continued progress made  
in improving the strength and quality of the landbank, whilst at the 
same time increasing our expected returns from the business.

The Committee believes in ensuring a strong alignment between 
Executive Directors and senior management with the interests of the 
Company’s shareholders. Executive Directors’ interests continue to  
be strongly aligned with those of the Company’s shareholders through  
the shareholding requirements described on page 84, and also via  
the requirement to defer each year one third of their cash bonus into 
shares which are then required to be held on trust for three years –  
this is described in more detail on page 80. This alignment was further 
enhanced with regard to shares that vest under the PSP, through the 
introduction of a requirement to retain such shares for at least one year 
after vesting of the 2014 awards and for two years after any vesting  
of the 2015 and subsequent years’ awards (other than to pay tax  
on exercise).

The Committee believes that the remuneration of executives and  
the whole team during 2015 and the incentives for further improving 
performance that have been awarded during the year, support the 
Company’s strategy to deliver enhanced returns to shareholders.  
The Committee also believes that the short term incentive payments 
and the level of vesting of awards under the PSP reflect the Company’s 
success to date in the delivery of that strategy.

I do very much hope that you will again feel able to support the level 
of remuneration paid with respect to 2015, and our remuneration 
proposals for 2016, at this year’s Annual General Meeting. 

Baroness Ford of Cunninghame
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee

Executive Directors’ single figure
The following chart compares the 2015 single figure for total 
remuneration for each of the Executive Directors with the figure for 2014. 
In each case the figures have been restated (as explained in note (c) on 
page 78) to show a more meaningful comparison by including all of the 
2013 PSP awards that vested in the 2015 figures and all of the 2012 
PSP awards that vested in the 2014 figures.

19% 17% 64%

16% 17% 67%

20% 19% 61%

17% 19% 64%

19% 17% 64%

17% 17% 66%

Executive Director Single total remuneration figure (£’000)

Pete Redfern
Chief Executive

Ryan Mangold
Group Finance Director

James Jordan
Group Legal Director
and Company Secretary

2015 £5,531

2014 £6,126

BonusFixed Pay LTIP

2015 £2,496

2014 £2,590

2015 £2,592

2014 £2,868
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Remuneration Report continued

Remuneration Committee
Committee members Number of meetings attended in 2015

Baroness Ford  
of Cunninghame,  
Committee Chairman 2/2

Kate Barker 2/2

Kevin Beeston, Chairman 2/2

Rob Rowley 2/2

Introduction 
This Report has been prepared to comply with the provisions of the 
Companies Act 2006 and other applicable legislation, including the 
Large and Medium-Sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and 
Reports) Regulations 2008 (as amended) (Regulations), and has  
also been prepared in line with the recommendations of the UK 
Corporate Governance Code (the ‘Code’) and the UKLA Listing Rules. 

This Report has been prepared by the Remuneration Committee  
on behalf of the Board.

The 2015 Remuneration Report includes disclosures which reflect  
in full the BIS Regulations on remuneration reporting, divided into  
two sections: 

• Remuneration Policy Report, setting out the framework within  
which the Company remunerates its Executive Directors and  
other senior executives. This was approved by shareholders at  
the 2014 AGM and is binding on the Company from the 2014  
AGM. It is intended to submit a new Remuneration Policy report  
to shareholders for approval at the 2017 AGM.

• Annual Report on Remuneration, setting out how the Company’s 
present Remuneration Policy was applied during 2015 and how  
the policy will be implemented in 2016. The Annual Report on 
Remuneration will be subject to an advisory resolution at the  
AGM on 28 April 2016. Details of the resolution and its status  
as an advisory vote are set out in the Notes to the Notice of  
Meeting on page 154. 

The Regulations require that the Company’s auditors report  
to shareholders on certain parts of this Report and state whether  
in their opinion those parts of it have been properly prepared in 
accordance with the Regulations. The Remuneration Policy Report, 
which describes the Committee’s Remuneration Policy for Executive 
Directors and has applied since its approval by shareholders on  
17 April 2014, contains unaudited information. Elements of the Annual 
Report on Remuneration, which describes how the Committee has 
implemented its existing policy in 2015, contain audited information.

Remuneration Policy Report
Unaudited information
This part of the Report has been prepared in accordance with Part 4  
of Schedule 8 set out in the Large and Medium-sized Companies and 
Groups (Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 (as amended).

The Company’s Remuneration Policy was put to a shareholder vote  
at the 2014 Annual General Meeting of the Company (AGM) and  
was approved by 98% of shareholders who voted. 

There is no requirement to vote on the Policy in 2016 as no changes  
to the Policy are proposed. The Policy is set out below for information 
only; the chart, showing remuneration scenarios on page 73, has  
been updated to reflect proposed 2016 remuneration levels and minor 
changes to the text of the Policy have been made to reflect the fact  
that it has been previously approved by shareholders. In order to assist 
shareholders, we have also added additional explanations where there 
are any differences in the way in which the policy will be implemented  
in 2016 compared with the way in which the policy was implemented 
when first approved by shareholders. Where additional information has 
been included this has been clearly indicated in italicised text.

The Remuneration Policy Report as approved by shareholders at the 
Company’s 2014 AGM is set out on pages 61 to 66 of the Company’s 
2013 Annual Report and Accounts and also appears on the Company’s 
web site at www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/investor-relations/
corporate-governance

Policy overview
A key part of the Committee’s role is to ensure that the remuneration  
of Executive Directors and senior management is aligned to the 
Company’s strategic objectives. It is, of course, key that the Company  
is able to attract and retain leaders who are focused and also 
appropriately incentivised to deliver the Company’s strategic objectives 
within a framework which is aligned with the interests of the Company’s 
shareholders. This alignment is achieved through a combination  
of deferral into shares of a percentage of the short term incentive 
arrangements and also via share ownership guidelines which require 
executives to build up holdings of Taylor Wimpey shares by retaining 
vested share awards. These guidelines require Executive Directors to  
put in place a plan to accumulate a holding in the Company of twice 
their basic salary within a specified period. 

The Committee’s Remuneration Policy ensures that a significant 
percentage of the overall package of Executive Directors and senior 
management remains at risk. With all packages substantially geared 
towards share incentive schemes and performance, the Committee 
believes that the pay and benefits of its Executive Directors and senior 
management adequately take account of reward versus risk.

In line with The Investment Association’s Guidelines on Responsible 
Investment Disclosure, the Remuneration Committee ensures that the 
incentive structure for Executive Directors and senior management  
will not raise environmental, social or governance (ESG) risks by 
inadvertently motivating irresponsible behaviour. More generally,  
the Committee under its terms of reference may, where it considers 
appropriate, take ESG matters into account when considering the  
overall remuneration structure.

The Committee considers that no element of the remuneration 
arrangements, which are all very carefully considered, will encourage 
inappropriate risk taking or behaviour by any executive. The table on 
pages 71 to 73 summarises the Committee’s Policy for the Remuneration 
of Executive Directors which, since being approved by shareholders at 
the 2014 AGM, became effective from the conclusion of the 2014 AGM 
and remains binding until the AGM in 2017. It also summarises the 
remuneration position of the Chairman and Non Executive Directors  
and the Company’s all-employee share schemes.
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Element
Purpose and  
link to strategy Operation Maximum Performance targets

Salary To recruit and reward 
executives of a suitable 
calibre for the role and 
duties required.

Salaries are normally reviewed annually to ensure 
that salaries remain competitive with external 
market practices and are competitive when 
measured against FTSE peers (other non-financial 
companies of a similar size in terms of market 
capitalisation and other large UK housebuilders).
There is no automatic entitlement to an increase  
each year. 

Takes into account the following:

•  the performance, role and responsibility of each 
individual Director;

•  the economic climate, general market conditions 
and the performance of the Company;

•  the level of pay awards across the rest  
of the business; and

•  salary levels in comparably-sized companies  
and other major housebuilders.

The maximum annual salary increase 
will not normally exceed the average 
increase which applies across the 
wider workforce. However, larger 
increases may be awarded in  
certain circumstances including  
but not limited to:

•  increase in scope or  
responsibilities of the role;

•  to apply salary progression for  
a newly appointed Director; and

•  where the Director’s salary  
has fallen significantly below  
the market positioning.

Company and individual 
performance are factors  
considered when  
reviewing salaries

Chairman 
and Non 
Executive 
Director fees

The Chairman’s and 
Non Executive Director  
fees should be in line with 
recognised best practice 
and be sufficient to attract 
and retain high calibre 
non executives.

Fees consist of a single consolidated fee for  
the Chairman plus the payment of a cash amount 
to cover his office expenses1, an annual fee for  
the other Non Executives and additional fees  
for the Chairman of the Audit Committee and  
the Remuneration Committee. An additional fee  
is also paid to the Senior Independent Director  
in recognition of the responsibilities of that role.

Set by reference to the responsibilities  
undertaken by the non executive, taking into 
account that each Non Executive Director is 
expected to be a member of the Nomination 
Committee and/or the Audit Committee and/or 
Remuneration Committee. 

Reviewed periodically but generally annually  
and at least every other year. Takes into account 
levels in comparably-sized companies and  
other major housebuilders.

Fees are paid monthly in cash.

Non Executive Directors do not participate  
in any incentive, share scheme, benefits-in-kind  
or pension arrangements. The Chairman is 
entitled to participate in the Company’s  
private medical insurance scheme.

Aggregate annual limit of  
£1 million imposed by the  
Articles of Association.

N/A

Other 
benefits, 
including 
benefits- 
in-kind

Provides a competitive 
package of benefits to 
assist with recruitment  
and retention of staff.

The main benefits offered include:

•  company-provided car or a cash allowance  
in lieu;

•  provision of a fuel card;

•  life assurance;

•  private medical insurance; and

•  a 5% discount on the price of a new or part 
exchange home acquired from the Group  
in the UK or Spain.

Benefits-in-kind are not pensionable.

Life assurance of up to four times 
basic salary and a pension of up  
to two-thirds of the member’s 
entitlement for a spouse on death  
in service, or in retirement, are 
provided, together with a children’s 
allowance of up to 100% of the 
dependant’s pension for three or 
more eligible children. The cost of 
these benefits is not predetermined.

The value of a company-provided  
car or a cash allowance in lieu is of  
a level appropriate to the individual’s 
role and is subject to review from 
time to time. The fuel card covers 
the cost of all fuel, for both business 
and personal use.

For home purchases, the price 
discount is calculated at the plot 
release price less the average 
discount to third party buyers for  
that house type, less a further 5%.

N/A
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Element
Purpose and  
link to strategy Operation Maximum Performance targets

Short term 
incentive 
arrangement 
(STIA)

Rewards the achievement 
of stretching objectives that 
support the Company’s 
annual and strategic goals.

Compulsory deferral in 
shares (with no matching)  
is designed to further align 
the interests of Directors 
with shareholders.

Bonus awards are determined by the Committee 
after the year end, based on annual performance 
against targets set at the beginning of each year.

One-third of any bonus payable is deferred into 
shares for three years. No further performance 
conditions apply.

Dividends or other distributions will accrue in 
favour of participants during the three year deferral 
period and will be received with any shares that 
vest after the applicable deferral period. 

A clawback mechanism applies to all participants 
in the event of a material misstatement of the 
Group’s accounts and also for other defined 
reasons. The period of the clawback is three  
years from the date of payment.

No element of any STIA is pensionable.

The maximum STIA opportunity  
for Executive Directors is set at 
150% of base salary. Target is  
set at 75% of salary and  
threshold at 0%.

The STIA measures are based  
on a scorecard of key annual 
financial, operational and 
environmental measures  
and the measures for 2016  
are described in the Annual 
Report on Remuneration.

The Committee may vary  
the metrics and weightings 
from year to year according  
to strategy and the market, 
however financial measures  
will normally have the most 
significant weighting.

Long term 
incentive 
plan (LTIP)

Annual grants of share-
based long term incentives 
assist with retention and 
help to incentivise senior 
executives to achieve 
returns for shareholders 
through the inclusion of 
relative Total Shareholder 
Return (TSR) as a measure, 
driving further UK operating 
margin progression and 
improving return on net 
operating assets through 
the cycle. The use of 
shares and the introduction 
in 2014 of a post-vesting 
shareholding period,  
helps align the interests  
of senior executives with 
those of the Company’s 
shareholders.

Executive Directors and other designated  
senior executives can receive annual awards of 
performance shares or share options2, although  
it is the Company’s normal policy to grant 
performance shares only.

Awards of performance shares provide alignment 
with shareholders as they deliver (subject to 
meeting performance conditions) the full value  
of the shares, which can increase and decrease 
over the three year performance period.

Dividends or other distributions will accrue  
for Directors during the performance period  
and will be received with any shares that vest  
in favour of participants after the applicable 
performance period. 

For awards made in 2014 there was a 
requirement to hold net after tax shares  
resulting from any vesting for at least one  
year post-vesting, rising to two years for  
awards made in 2015 and beyond.

Performance measures are currently  
measured over three financial years.

The maximum award (currently  
in performance shares) is normally 
over shares with a face value of 
200% of base salary. In exceptional 
circumstances this can be increased 
up to 300%.

If share options were to be  
granted in addition to or instead  
of performance shares then the 
limits would be doubled to reflect  
the relative fair value of options  
to performance shares.

Measures for 2015 are based  
on: ROCE (RONA); Relative  
TSR measured against a FTSE 
grouping of the 51st to 150th 
ranking companies; TSR 
measured against an 
unweighted industry peer 
group; and Cash Conversion. 
Vesting of awards is also 
subject to the achievement  
of a financial underpin. 

The Committee may vary the 
measures that are included  
in the plan and the weightings 
between the measures from  
year to year. Any changes to  
the metrics would be subject  
to prior consultation with the 
Company’s major shareholders. 

The targets and weightings for 
2016 are described in the Annual 
Report on Remuneration.

Pension The Company aims  
to provide competitive 
retirement benefits that 
represent an appropriate 
level of cost and risk for  
the Group’s shareholders3.

Pension benefits for Executive Directors are 
provided through one or more of the following 
arrangements:

• Personal Choice Plan4;

• Taylor Wimpey Pension Scheme5;

• or as cash allowances.

Pete Redfern: cash allowances  
of 20% of salary up to a scheme 
specific cap and 25% of salary 
above the cap.

James Jordan: cash allowances  
of 20% of salary up to a scheme 
specific cap and 28% of salary 
above the cap.

Ryan Mangold: 20% of salary, split 
between a cash allowance and 
Company pension contribution7. 

Company contributions to any 
pension scheme in respect of the 
recruitment of a new Executive 
Director will not exceed 30%  
of base salary per annum.

A Salary Exchange Arrangement  
is available, allowing the sacrifice  
of a portion of salary, to be paid  
into a pension scheme as a 
Company contribution.

N/A
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Element
Purpose and  
link to strategy Operation Maximum Performance targets

All-employee 
share 
schemes

All employees including 
Executive Directors are 
encouraged to become 
shareholders through the 
operation of all-employee 
share plans such as  
the HMRC approved 
Sharesave plan and a 
Share Incentive Plan (SIP).

The Sharesave plan and SIP have standard  
terms under which all UK employees with  
at least three months’ service can participate.

Sharesave: Employees can elect  
for a savings contract of either  
three or five years, with a maximum 
monthly saving set by legislation  
or by HMRC. Options can be 
exercised during the six months 
following the end of the contract.

SIP: Employees can elect to contribute 
an amount per month or per tax year 
by one or more lump sums.

The maximum saving or  
contribution level is set by legislation 
or Government from time to time  
and the Committee reserves the 
right to increase contribution  
levels to reflect any approved 
Government legislative changes.

N/A

Shareholding 
guidelines

Encourages greater levels 
of shareholding and aligns 
employees’ interests with 
those of shareholders.

Executive Directors and senior executives are 
expected to achieve and maintain a holding  
of the Company’s shares at least equal to a 
significant proportion of their respective salary.

Executive Directors: 200% of  
salary (100% within five years  
of appointment and balance by 
agreement with the Chairman)6.

N/A

Performance criteria pay chart 2016
The chart below illustrates the level and mix of remuneration based on the current policy depending on the achievement of threshold, target and 
maximum for the Executive Directors. It has been updated to reflect 2016 salary levels but the assumptions used are the same as in the Policy 
Report that was approved by shareholders at the 2014 AGM.

1. The Company makes a contribution to the Chairman’s office-related and other expenses, as reported on page 79.
2. Taylor Wimpey Share Option Plan – Awards made under this plan may include Income Tax-approved awards made up to HMRC’s aggregate limit of £30,000. Awards normally vest 

after three years from the start of the performance measurement period provided that the performance condition has then been achieved. No awards have been made under this 
plan since 2009 and no further awards are intended.

3. Taylor Wimpey Pension Schemes – The Group has two principal UK pension schemes: Taylor Wimpey Personal Choice Plan and Taylor Wimpey Pension Scheme (TWPS). The latter 
was created on 7 March 2013 and all members of the George Wimpey Staff Pension Scheme and the Taylor Woodrow Group Pension & Life Assurance Fund, the two legacy 
defined benefit schemes, were transferred into the TWPS on 1 October 2013. Two Directors are members of the TWPS, which is closed to future accrual.

4. Taylor Wimpey Personal Choice Plan (PCP) – The PCP was introduced on 1 April 2002. It is a defined contribution stakeholder pension scheme, which all new eligible UK employees 
are invited to join. All active members of the two legacy defined benefit arrangements were invited to join the PCP when those arrangements closed to future accrual.

5. TWPS – Pete Redfern and James Jordan are members of the Executive section of the TWPS. They have a Normal Retirement Age under the TWPS of 62.
6. Until the 200% target is achieved, an Executive Director will be required to retain in shares at least 50% of the net of taxes gain arising from any shares vesting or acquired pursuant 

to the LTIP.
7. This percentage has been corrected from previous disclosures made with regard to Ryan Mangold’s pension allowance which was previously disclosed in this section at a level of 15.6% 

(although the full contribution of 20% was disclosed correctly in other sections of the Remuneration Report for 2014).

James Jordan
Group Legal Director

and Company Secretary

Ryan Mangold
Group Finance Director

4,000

3,200

2,400

1,600

800

0

(£000’s)

Pete Redfern
Chief Executive

Below Target Target MaximumBelow Target Target Maximum Below Target Target Maximum

£518

£956

£1,850

£515

£989

£1,957

£1,064

£2,007

100% 53%

31%

16%

31%

42%

27%

100% 26% 100% 28%

31%

41%

54%

30%

16%
32%

42%

52%

31%
17%

£3,933

BonusFixed Pay LTIP

1. Salary is £819,724, £412,000 and £380,586 for Pete Redfern, Ryan Mangold and James Jordan, respectively with effect from 1 April 2016.
2. Benefits are £47,000, £21,000 and £43,000 for Pete Redfern, Ryan Mangold and James Jordan, respectively.
3. Pension is £195,924, £81,800 and £93,764 for Pete Redfern, Ryan Mangold and James Jordan, respectively.
4. For the Short Term Incentive Arrangement the target and maximum award is 75% and 150% of salary, respectively.
5. For performance share awards under the long term incentive plan (PSP) the target (assumed for these purposes to be at threshold performance) and maximum are 40% and 200% 

of salary, respectively.
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Additional information – Malus and clawback
During 2014, the Committee reviewed and updated the malus and 
clawback provisions to ensure compliance with the 2014 Code and took 
the opportunity to extend these provisions so that they applied to future 
STIA awards and Long Term Incentive Plan (PSP) awards made in 2015 
and future years. Where there has been a misstatement of results; error 
in calculating the incentive payment; or misconduct on the part of the 
individual, the Committee has the ability to seek to recover any overpaid 
bonus or PSP award. This applies for a period of up to three years 
following the determination of the performance conditions applying  
to the award and can be effected by reducing (if necessary to zero)  
the payment or vesting of any future STIA or PSP award or by requiring  
the individual to repay the overpaid amount.

Committee discretion
The Committee fully recognises that the exercise of discretion must  
be undertaken in a very careful and considered way and that it is an  
area that will quite rightly come under scrutiny from shareholders and 
other stakeholders. It is however important for the Committee to retain 
some discretion to make payments outside of its Remuneration Policy  
in exceptional circumstances. The Committee confirms that any exercise  
of discretion in such circumstances would be within the available 
discretions set out in this Report and the maximum levels available  
set out in any plans would not be exceeded.

With regard to the STIA and LTIP, the Committee, consistent with  
market practice, retains discretion over a number of areas relating to  
the operation and administration of these plans but in all cases within the 
rules. These include (but are not limited to) the following (albeit with the 
level of award restricted as set out in the policy table on pages 71 to 73):

• Who participates in the plans.

• The timing of grant of award and/or payment.

• The size of an award and/or a payment, subject to the limits of  
the rules.

• Discretion relating to the measurement of performance in the event  
of a change of control or reconstruction.

• Determination of a good leaver (in addition to any specified categories) 
for incentive plan purposes based on the rules of each plan and  
the appropriate treatment chosen.

• Discretion to dis-apply time pro-rating in the event of a change  
of control or good leaver circumstances.

• Adjustments required in certain circumstances (e.g. rights issues, 
corporate restructuring, acquisition, divestment, change of control, 
special dividend or a change in prevailing market conditions).

• The ability to adjust existing performance conditions for exceptional 
events so that they can still fulfil their original purpose.

How shareholder views are taken into account
The Remuneration Committee considers very seriously all shareholder 
feedback received in relation to remuneration each year and guidance 
from shareholder representative bodies more generally. Shareholder 
views are key inputs when shaping the Remuneration Policy and the 
Committee welcomes any comment or feedback on any aspects of 
remuneration and will always consider and respond.

The Committee regularly engages with its largest shareholders  
regarding the ongoing Remuneration Policy and implementation and  
will take into account any feedback when determining any changes  
that might apply. The last such consultation took place in December 
2015 and included the proposed performance targets and weightings  
of the PSP and STIA and salary proposals for 2016.

The Committee follows the principles of good governance relating  
to Directors’ remuneration as set out in the Main Principles, Supporting 
Principles and Code Provisions of the Code. The Committee reviews  

and takes into account any governance related developments and 
guidance that arise, on an ongoing basis.

How performance measures were chosen
The performance metrics that are used for each of the short and  
long term incentive plans have been selected to reflect the Group’s  
key strategic goals and are designed to align the Directors’ interests  
with those of the Company’s shareholders.

The STIA performance metrics include a mix of financial and personal 
metrics reflecting the key annual priorities of the Group. The financial 
metrics will generally determine at least 50% of the bonus and include 
profit before interest and tax as this reflects the Company’s strategic 
objective to increase profit. The other metrics, selected on an annual 
basis, will be measurable and will ensure that executives are motivated 
to deliver across a scorecard of key objectives.

The performance conditions applicable to the LTIPs were selected by  
the Remuneration Committee as they are consistent with the overall 
longer term success of the Company. TSR provides an external 
assessment of the Company’s performance against its competitors  
via an unweighted industry peer group and relative TSR measured 
against the FTSE 250. It also aligns the rewards received by executives 
with the returns received by shareholders. The Margin, ROCE and Cash 
Conversion targets ensure that returns to shareholders and the 
generation of cash to fund them are the result of long term sustainable 
financial performance.

The Committee will review the choice of performance measures and  
the appropriateness of the performance targets each year. Targets are 
set based on a sliding scale that takes account of internal planning and 
external market expectations for the Company. Only modest rewards  
are available for delivering threshold performance levels with maximum 
rewards requiring substantial out-performance of our challenging plans 
approved at the start of each year.

Additional information – Performance metrics
As referred to in last year’s letter from the Chairman of the Remuneration 
Committee, the Margin metric used in the PSP in recent years has been 
replaced by a Cash Conversion metric which will apply to 25% of the 
2015 awards. A greater focus on Cash Conversion is a key element of 
the strategy that has been outlined to shareholders during 2014. For 
2016, Margin will also be replaced by Return on Net Assets (RONA)  
as a bonus metric. RONA is intended to reinforce the focus on capital 
efficiency and phasing of capital needs in the short term. However, 
Margin remains an important KPI for the Company and Margin 
performance will be taken into consideration as part of the Committee’s 
assessment of the financial underpin that applies to awards under the 
PSP. In light of the growth in the Group’s market capitalisation, the FTSE 
250 peer group used for one of the TSR components of the PSP awards 
in previous years has been replaced, beginning with the 2015 awards, 
by a peer group comprised of the 50 companies ranked above and 50 
ranked below Taylor Wimpey by market capitalisation. This comparator 
group is felt to be more appropriate given the Company’s current size 
than the FTSE 250.

Additional information – Performance metrics for 2016 awards
The Remuneration Committee has further reviewed the suitability of the 
PSP performance metrics in light of the Company’s 2015 performance 
and has determined that for awards for 2016 and subsequently, the 
FTSE TSR comparator group described above will be replaced by the 
FTSE 100 and the Peer Group TSR comparator group will be amended 
by the addition of Countryside Properties plc. The former will better 
represent the Company’s current position as a constituent of the FTSE 
100 and the latter will further increase the size of the peer comparator 
group following Countryside’s admission to listing on the London Stock 
Exchange on 17 February 2016. 
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External non executive director positions
Subject to Board approval and provided that such appointments fall 
within the general requirements of the Code (and do not give rise to  
any conflict issues which cannot be managed by the Board and the 
Executive Director), Executive Directors are permitted to take on non 
executive positions with other companies. Executive Directors are 
permitted to retain their fees in respect of such positions. Any such 
appointments would be the subject of a public announcement to  
the London Stock Exchange.

On 11 November 2014 Pete Redfern was appointed as an independent 
non executive director to the Board of Travis Perkins plc where he also 
initially served on its Audit and Remuneration Committees. His fees for 
2014 were £55,000 per annum and he received £9,000 for the period 
from his appointment to the end of 2014. In addition to the Board,  
he now currently serves on the Remuneration Committee and his  
current fees total £57,000 per annum

Remuneration Policy for the wider workforce
When setting the policy for Executive Directors, the Committee is  
made fully aware of pay structures across the workforce. In addition,  
the Committee will conduct a formal review of remuneration across  
the Group and for all levels of employee every three years.

Virtually all of the Company’s employees participate in incentive 
arrangements and many employees can elect to take their performance 
related payment in shares rather than cash, further enhancing the  
link and alignment between shareholder value and employee reward 
throughout the Company, which both the Company and the Committee 
remain keen to promote.

In the past, the Company has also operated targeted long term incentive 
arrangements, such as the Land Value Plan (LVP) for senior divisional 
and functional roles with payouts in shares. The LVP operated from  
2012 to 2014 and was open to designated senior executives below 
Executive Director level. It was designed to reward participants  
for managing the landbank in a way which added value, through  
a combination of managing and adding value to the existing land 
portfolio and buying land and adding value over and above the base 
case for each acquisition. Performance was measured over a three  
year period and awards to senior participants were in shares which  
were required to then be retained for 12 months. The LVP addressed  
a strategic imperative for a period and has now been withdrawn,  
with participants instead considered for full participation in the PSP.  
No Executive Director participated in the LVP.

The Company also offers both Sharesave and SIP schemes to all  
eligible UK employees with more than three months’ service.

Remuneration Policy on recruitment or promotion
Base salary levels will be set in accordance with the current 
Remuneration Policy, taking into account the experience and calibre  
of the individual. Where appropriate, the Company may offer a below 
market salary initially with a view to making above market and workforce 
increases over a number of years to reach the desired salary positioning, 
subject to individual and Company performance. Benefits and pension  
will be provided in line with those offered to other Executive Directors, 
with relocation expenses/arrangements provided for if necessary.  
Tax equalisation may also be considered if an executive is adversely 
affected by taxation due to their employment with the Company.  
Legal fees and other costs incurred by the individual may also be paid  
by the Company, if considered appropriate and reasonable to do so.

The variable pay elements that may be offered will be subject to the 
maximum levels described in the policy table above. The Company  
may also apply different performance measures if it feels these 
appropriately meet the strategic objectives and aims of the  
Company whilst incentivising the new appointment.

The above policy applies to both an internal promotion to the Taylor 
Wimpey plc Board or an external hire.

In the case of an external hire, the Company may choose to buy-out  
any incentive pay or benefit arrangements which would be forfeited  
on leaving the previous employer. This will only occur where the 
Company feels that it is a necessary requirement to aid the recruitment. 
The replacement value would be provided for, taking into account the 
form (cash or shares) and timing and expected value (i.e. likelihood  
of meeting any existing performance criteria) of the remuneration  
being forfeited. Replacement share awards, if used, will be granted  
using Taylor Wimpey’s existing share plans wherever and to the extent 
possible, although in exceptional circumstances awards may also  
be granted outside of these schemes if necessary and as permitted 
under the Listing Rules.

In the case of an internal hire including a promotion, as previously 
reported, the Company will honour any commitments entered into prior 
to their appointment to the Board even where it is not consistent with  
the policy prevailing at the time such commitment is fulfilled.

Directors’ contracts
It is the Company’s policy that Executive Directors should have contracts 
of employment providing for a maximum of one year’s notice either way. 
This meets the latest proposals in the Principles Of Remuneration issued 
by The Investment Association during 2015. Service contracts for  
all Executive Directors and letters of appointment for all Non Executive 
Directors are available for inspection as described in the Notice of  
Annual General Meeting.

Each of the Executive Directors’ service contracts provides for:

• The payment of a base salary (details of which are set out on  
page 77).

• An expensed Company-provided car or a cash allowance in lieu;  
a fuel allowance; life assurance; and private medical insurance  
(details of which are set out on page 79).

• Employer’s contribution to a pension scheme (details of which  
are set out on page 85).

• A notice period by either side of 12 months.

• A provision requiring a Director to mitigate losses on termination.

The service contract for each of Pete Redfern and James Jordan 
additionally provides for a pension allowance.

Each service contract contains the following performance-related 
provisions:

• Participation in the STIA. 

• Participation in one or more LTIP. 

In respect of pay in lieu of notice (PILON), it is the Company’s policy  
that liquidated damages should not automatically apply on the 
termination of an Executive Director’s contract. Such contracts do 
provide for PILON to be paid, with the amount determined having regard 
to normal legal practices. In accordance with this approach, payment  
for early termination of contract (without cause) by the Company is to be 
determined, in the case of each Executive Director, having regard to 
normal legal principles which require mitigation of liability on a case-by-
case basis. Any such payment would typically be determined by 
reference to the main elements of a Director’s remuneration, namely: 
salary, STIA entitlement (subject to Committee discretion as appropriate), 
benefits-in-kind and pension entitlements. Phased payments will be 
considered by the Company where appropriate. There are no change  
of control provisions that apply in relation to the service contract of  
any Executive Director. 
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Other than in certain ‘good leaver’ circumstances (including, but not 
limited to, redundancy, ill-health or retirement), no STIA would usually  
be payable unless the individual remains employed and is not under 
notice at the payment date. Any STIA paid to a ‘good leaver’ would  
be based on an assessment of their and the Company’s performance  
over the applicable period and pro-rated for the proportion of the  
STIA year worked.

Where an Executive Director is considered by the Remuneration 
Committee to be a good leaver, deferred bonus awards (shares)  
would vest. In other circumstances, awards would lapse.

With regard to long term incentive awards, the LTIP rules provide  
that other than in certain ‘good leaver’ circumstances, awards lapse  
on cessation of employment. Where an individual is a ‘good leaver’,  
the Committee’s normal policy is for the award to vest on cessation  
of employment following the application of performance targets no  
later than the normal vesting date of the award and a pro-rata reduction  
to take account of the proportion of the applicable performance period 
outstanding post the cessation. The Committee has discretion to deem 
an individual to be a ‘good leaver’. In doing so, it will take account  
of the reason for the departure and the performance of the  
individual through to the time of departure.

In situations where an Executive Director is dismissed, the Committee 
reserves the right to make additional exit payments where such 
payments are made in good faith:

• In discharge of an existing legal obligation (or by way of damages  
for breach of such an obligation); or

• By way of settlement or compromise of any claim arising in  
connection with the termination of a Director’s office or employment.

The terms of engagement of the Chairman and the Non Executive 
Directors are regulated by letters of appointment over a term of  
three years, which are reviewed annually. Both the Company and  
the aforementioned Directors have a notice period of six months  
and the Directors are not entitled to compensation on termination  
other than for the normal notice period if not worked out.

Service contracts and letters of appointment may be inspected  
at the Company’s Registered Office during normal business hours.

Legacy arrangements
Any commitment made which is consistent with the approved 
Remuneration Policy in force at the time that commitment was  
made will be honoured, even where it is not consistent with the  
policy prevailing at the time such commitment is fulfilled.

Annual Report on Remuneration Unaudited information
This part of the Report has been prepared in accordance with Part 3  
of the revised Schedule 8 set out in the Large and Medium-sized 
Companies and Groups (Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008  
(as amended), and 9.8.6R/9.8.8 of the Listing Rules. This Annual Report 
on Remuneration will be put to an advisory shareholder vote at the  
2016 AGM. The information in the Implementation of the Remuneration 
Policy during 2015 section on pages 78 to 85 has been audited.

Remuneration Committee
The role of the Remuneration Committee (the ‘Committee’) is to 
recommend to the Board a strategy and framework for remuneration  
for Executive Directors and senior management in order to attract  
and retain leaders who are focused and incentivised to deliver the 
Company’s strategic business priorities within a remuneration framework 
which is aligned with the interests of our shareholders and thus designed  
to promote the long term success of the Company.

The Remuneration Committee has clearly defined terms of reference 
which are available on the Company’s website www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/
corporate/investor-relations/corporate-governance. The Committee’s 
main responsibilities are to:

• Establish and maintain formal and transparent procedures for 
developing policy on executive remuneration and for determining  
the remuneration packages of individual Directors, and to monitor  
and report on them.

• Determine the remuneration, including pension arrangements,  
of the Executive Directors.

• Monitor and make recommendations in respect of remuneration  
for the tier of senior management one level below that of the Board.

• Approve annual and long term incentive arrangements together  
with their targets and levels of awards;

• Determine the level of fees for the Chairman of the Board.

• Select and appoint the external advisers to the Committee.

The Committee currently comprises three Independent Non  
Executive Directors and the Chairman of the Board. Margaret Ford  
is the Committee Chairman and the other members of the Committee 
are Kate Barker, Kevin Beeston and Rob Rowley. Membership of the 
Committee is, and was throughout 2015, in line with the Code. 

Details of attendance at Remuneration Committee meetings held  
during 2015 appear on page 70.

No Director or other executive is involved in any decisions about  
his/her own specific remuneration.

Advice to the Committee
The Committee keeps itself fully informed on developments and best 
practice in the field of remuneration and it seeks advice from external 
advisers when appropriate.

The Committee appoints its own independent remuneration advisers 
and during the year it continued to retain the services of New Bridge 
Street, part of Aon PLC.

New Bridge Street is a signatory to the Remuneration Consultants’ 
Group Code of Conduct. It provides no other services to the Company. 
Although the wider Aon PLC group of companies provide insurance 
broking and pension administration support services to the Company, 
the Committee is entirely satisfied that the provision of such services 
does not create any conflicts of interest. New Bridge Street was 
appointed in February 2009 following a comprehensive tendering 
process. The Committee reviews the performance and  
independence of its advisers on an annual basis.

The Committee also receives legal advice from Slaughter and May  
as and when necessary. This generally relates to technical advice  
on share schemes and also with regard to any senior appointments  
and termination arrangements.

The fees paid to the Committee’s advisers in 2015 were: New Bridge 
Street £88,000 (2014: £80,000) representing a full year’s appointment. 
No significant amount of advice was sought from Slaughter and May 
during the year.

Pete Redfern, the Chief Executive; James Jordan, the Group Legal 
Director and Company Secretary; and the Group Human Resources 
Director each attend Committee meetings by invitation only but are not 
present for any discussions that relate directly to their own remuneration.
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How the Remuneration Policy will be applied in 2016
Base Salary
The Committee reviewed the Executive Directors’ salaries in February 
2016 and has decided to award increases of 3% for each Executive 
Director, with effect from 1 April 2016, in line with the equivalent general 
increase made to all employees (subject to a very small number  
of exceptions).

The salaries of the Executive Directors effective from 1 April 2016 will  
be as follows:

Name
Salary at  

1 April 2015
Salary at  

1 April 2016 Increase 

Pete Redfern £795,849 £819,724 3%

Ryan Mangold £400,000 £412,000 3%

James Jordan £369,501 £380,586 3%

Short term incentive arrangements (STIA)
The STIA performance metrics and their weightings for 2016 are shown 
in the table below. The targets themselves, as they relate to the current 
financial year, are deemed to be commercially sensitive. However, detailed, 
retrospective disclosure of the targets and performance against them  
will be provided in next year’s Remuneration Report.

Measure Strategic objective Weighting

Group EBIT To increase profit 40%

Cash conversion Delivering sustainable growth 20%

RONA Driving capital efficiency 20%

Customer Service Caring about our customers 20%

The above metrics and weightings reflect an increase in weighting  
from 35% to 40% with regard to the Group EBIT measure and the 
replacement of the Margin measure with the RONA measure which  
has been included in the 2016 STIA so as to reflect the importance of 
driving the Group’s capital efficiency. As mentioned earlier in this Report,  
Margin will however remain a very important area of ongoing focus 
across the Group and will also continue to form part of the financial 
underpin test conducted by the Remuneration Committee prior to  
any vesting taking place under the PSP. Customer Service remains  
an area of particular focus by the Company and challenging targets  
have again been put in place, in order to both reflect this and the 
weighting attached to this measure following the increase in weighting 
that was implemented in 2015.

Long Term Incentive Plans
Taylor Wimpey Performance Share Plan (PSP)
The annual awards granted to Executive Directors in 2016 will be subject 
to the following performance conditions:

Weighting  
(% of total 

award)

Below 
threshold  

(0% vesting)
Threshold 

(20% vesting)

Maximum 
(100% 

vesting)

TSR v Direct Peer Group 
Index

30% Below 
Index

Equal to 
Index

Index + 
8% p.a.

TSR v FTSE 100 20% Less than 
median

Median Upper 
Quartile

Absolute ROCE in 2018 25% Less than 
18%

18% 26%

Conversion of operating 
profit into operating cash 
flow averaged over a three 
year performance period 
(2016-2018)

25% Less than 
65%

65% 70%

Awards vest on a straight line basis between these points. The ROCE 
targets are based on the absolute ROCE in 2018, defined as operating 
profit, divided by the average of the opening and closing net operating 
assets, which is, in turn, defined as capital employed plus intangibles  
less tax balances. The Direct Peer Group Index of housebuilders is an 
unweighted index comprised of Barratt Developments, Bellway, Berkeley 
Homes, Bovis Homes Group, Countryside Properties, Crest Nicholson, 
Galliford Try, Persimmon and Redrow. 

An underlying requirement for any vesting under the current share- 
based incentive plans is that at the time of approving the vesting,  
the Committee must be satisfied with the overall financial performance  
of the Group. This will include inter alia the Company’s ROCE and  
Margin performance.

The Committee also retains the right (as part of its overall discretion)  
to reduce the vesting of the award if it considers that volumes (i.e. the 
number of homes sold) have not been satisfactory during the relevant 
performance period.

Dividends and other distributions will accrue on all awards during the 
performance period and then be released in cash when, and to the 
extent that, the relevant awards vest.

Chairman and Non Executive Directors
The terms of engagement of the Chairman and the Non Executive Directors are regulated by letters of appointment as follows:

Name Date of appointment as a Director Date of initial letter of appointment Term of appointment
Notice period by 

Company (months)
Notice period by 
Director (months)

Kevin Beeston 1 July 2010 13 May 2010 3 years, reviewed annually 6 6

Kate Barker 21 April 2011 7 February 2011 3 years, reviewed annually 6 6

Margaret Ford 25 April 2013 19 March 2013 3 years, reviewed annually 6 6

Mike Hussey 1 July 2011 30 June 2011 3 years, reviewed annually 6 6

Rob Rowley 1 January 2010 1 December 2009 3 years, reviewed annually 6 6

Humphrey Singer 9 December 2015 9 December 2015 3 years, reviewed annually 6 6
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Non Executive Directors’ and Chairman’s fees
Fees of Non Executive Directors are determined by the Board in their absence taking into account the research carried out by independent 
remuneration consultants of fees paid to non executive directors. The fees of the Chairman are determined by the Remuneration Committee  
in his absence. A summary of the current fees are set out below. The fees of the Chairman and the Non Executive Directors are reviewed every  
other year with any increases taking place with effect from 1 July. The Chairman’s fees were reviewed in his absence by the Board in June 2015 
(having last been reviewed in 2013) and, taking into account the independent advice received from New Bridge Street, it was determined that  
his annual fees should be increased by 15% with effect from 1 July 2015. The fees of the Non Executive Directors have remained unchanged  
since 2013 and will be reviewed during the course of 2016:

Annual Fees as at  
1 April 2016

Chairman £295,000

Basic Non Executive Director fee £55,000

Senior Independent Director fee £10,000

Audit Committee Chairman £15,000

Remuneration Committee Chairman £15,000

All Directors will submit themselves for election or re-election, as appropriate, at the AGM in accordance with the Code.

Implementation of the Remuneration Policy during 2015  
Audited information
Performance graph
This graph shows the value, by 31 December 2015, of £100 invested in Taylor Wimpey plc on 31 December 2008 compared with the value of £100 
invested in the FTSE 350 and in the average of the housebuilder index introduced for the 2012 TWPSP awards onwards. The other points plotted are 
the values at intervening financial year-ends. We have included Crest Nicholson in this year’s graph as they have been included in the index for the  
2014 awards onwards.

Total shareholder return

Chief Executive remuneration
The table below shows the total remuneration figure for the Chief Executive over the same seven year period as is reflected in the TSR graph above. 
The total remuneration figure includes the STIA and LTIP awards which vested based on performance in those years. The STIA and LTIP percentages 
show the payout for each year as a percentage of the maximum.

Year ending 31 December

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Total Remuneration (£’000) £1,657 £1,542 £1,674 £3,009 £6,724 £6,250(a) £7,019(b)

STIA (%) 100% 85% 82% 95% 90% 90% 78%

LTIP vesting (%) 0% 0% 0% 40% 85% 94% 100%

(a) As the 2012 PSP award did not vest until March 2015, the final value of the ROCE and Margin elements of this award were not known at the time the 2014 report was prepared  
and therefore an estimate of the share price at vesting was used. The 2014 single figure includes £2,402,000 in respect of the ROCE and Margin elements of the 2012 PSP award 
and £1,613,115 in respect of the TSR elements of the 2011 PSP award (as TSR was measured from date of grant for the 2011 and 2012 PSP awards).

(b) The 2015 single figure includes £2,143,460 in respect of the ROCE and Margin elements of the 2013 PSP award, £1,488,085 in respect of the TSR elements of the 2012 PSP award 
(as TSR was measured from date of grant for the 2012 PSP award); and £1,428,977 in respect of the TSR elements of the 2013 PSP award (as TSR was measured from 1 January 
2013 for the 2013 PSP award).

(c) In order to show a more meaningful comparison of the total figures, the chart included in the Chairman’s letter on page 69 includes all of the 2013 PSP award that vested in the 2015 
figure and all of the 2012 PSP award that vested in the 2014 single figure.
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Director emoluments

£’000 Year
Fees & 
 Salary Benefits(a) STIA LTIP(d)(e) Pension(f) Total 

Executive

Pete Redfern 2015 790 47 931 5,061 190 7,019

2014 768 43 1,043 4,211 185 6,250

Ryan Mangold(c) 2015 389 21 468 2,145 78 3,101

2014 354 21 480 1,715 71 2,641

James Jordan 2015 367 43 432 2,350 91 3,283

2014 357 42 484 1,956 88 2,927

Non Executive

Kevin Beeston(b) 2015 271 1 – – – 272

2014 256 – – – – 256

Kate Barker 2015 55 – – – – 55

2014 55 – – – – 55

Margaret Ford 2015 70 – – – – 70

2014 66 – – – – 66

Mike Hussey 2015 55 – – – – 55

2014 55 – – – – 55

Rob Rowley 2015 80 – – – – 80

2014 80 – – – – 80

Humphrey Singer (appointed 9 December 2015) 2015 3 – – – – 3

2014 – – – – – –

Tony Reading (resigned 17 April 2014) 2015 – – – – – –

2014 21 – – – – 21

2015 2,080 112 1,831 9,556 359 13,938

 2014 2,012 106 2,007 7,882 344 12,351

(a) Benefits include non-cash payments such as private medical insurance, life insurance, company car provision, fuel allowances, and cash payments such as car allowance taken  
in lieu of a car.

(b) The Company also paid £2,000 (2014: £10,000) as a contribution towards the Chairman’s annual office and related administration costs incurred in carrying out his role.  
The Chairman’s fees increased from £256,250 to £295,000 per annum with effect from 1 July 2015.

(c) Ryan Mangold was previously, until the end of 2014, a member of the salary exchange scheme operated by the Company and the amount exchanged during the year was  
£0 (2014: £9,000). The Flexible Pension Arrangement is a voluntary arrangement, the effect of which is to allow members and the Company to benefit from savings in National 
Insurance contributions through the sacrifice of a portion of salary, which would then be paid into a pension scheme as a Company contribution, prior to NIC being calculated.  
The Scheme therefore reduces the effective salary of the individual.

(d) This column shows the vesting during 2015 and 2014 of LTIPs as set out in the table at the top of page 80. Note that the 2014 figures reported last year were based on estimates  
of the value of the shares at vesting. These have been restated to reflect the actual value of the shares at the point of vesting. As explained on pages 68 and 69, the reason why this 
includes vesting from awards made in both 2011 and 2012 is due to the timing of the vesting of various elements of the awards which differ as between ROCE and Margin which  
are calculated on 31 December of the final year of the performance period and the TSR measures which are calculated on the third anniversary of the award. With effect from and 
including the 2013 awards all measures are now tested as at 31 December.

(e) The 2014 LTIP figure includes the value of the TSR elements of the 2011 PSP awards and the ROCE and Margin elements of the 2012 PSP awards. Details of the percentage  
of each award vesting are summarised in the table at the top of page 80. For an explanation on why the 2014 figure includes elements of both the 2012 and 2013 awards, please 
see note (d) above. 

 The 2015 LTIP figure includes the TSR elements of the 2012 PSP award plus all elements of the 2013 award as the performance period for the 2012 award ended in March 2015 
and all elements of the 2013 award ended on 31 December 2015. Details of the percentage of each award vesting are summarised in the table at the top of page 80.

(f) These figures represent the cash allowances payable as described in the Remuneration Policy ‘Pension’ section. For Pete Redfern this is 20% of salary up to a scheme specific  
cap (notional earnings cap) and 25% of salary above the cap; for Ryan Mangold this is 20% of salary, split between a cash allowance and Company pension contribution as reported 
in Non-Group Pension Arrangements on page 85; and for James Jordan this is 20% of salary up to a scheme specific cap (notional earnings cap) and 28% of salary above the cap.
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LTIP awards included in 2014 single figure

LTIP award Performance target Weighting
% Vesting  

(max 100%)

Date of end of 
performance 

period Date of vesting

Share price  
at vesting

(pence)

2011 PSP TSR FTSE 20% 100% 31/03/2014 01/04/2014 119.4

TSR Peer Group 20% 93.85% 31/03/2014 01/04/2014 119.4

2012 PSP ROCE 30% 100% 31/12/2014 05/03/2015 149.0(a)

Margin 30% 100% 31/12/2014 05/03/2015 149.0(a)

(a) The share price shown is as at 5 March 2015; in the 2014 Remuneration Report these awards had not yet vested, therefore the share price at vesting was calculated as the average  
of the share prices for the dealing days in the last three months (October to December 2014). See notes (d) and (e) on page 79 for an explanation on why more than one year of LTIP 
awards has been included in the single figure. 

LTIP awards included in 2015 single figure

LTIP award Performance target Weighting
% Vesting  

(max 100%)

Date of end of 
performance 

period Date of vesting

Share price  
at vesting

(pence)

2012 PSP TSR FTSE 20% 100% 04/03/2015 05/03/2015 149.0

TSR Peer Group 20% 71.8% 04/03/2015 05/03/2015 149.0

2013 PSP(a) TSR FTSE 20% 100% 31/12/2015 01/03/2016 192.16(a)

TSR Peer Group 20% 100% 31/12/2015 01/03/2016 192.16(a)

ROCE 30% 100% 31/12/2015 01/03/2016 192.16(a)

Margin 30% 100% 31/12/2015 01/03/2016 192.16(a)

(a) The share price shown is the average of the share price for the dealing days in the last three months (October to December 2015). See notes (d) and (e) on page 79 for an 
explanation on why more than one year of LTIP awards has been included in the single figure. 

Short term incentive arrangements (STIA) in respect of 2015
For 2015, the Committee measured performance against each individual performance target, which is directly linked to the achievement  
of the Company’s strategy, as follows:

Measure Strategic objective Weighting
Summary  
of targets Result

% of 
maximum

% of salary 
paid in cash

% of salary 
deferred in 

shares

EBIT To increase aggregate profit 35% Entry £570m £637m 35 23.33 11.67

Target £594m

Stretch £618m

Operating Margin Driving further UK operating 
margin progression

25% Entry 18.5% 20.3% 23 15.33 7.67

Target 19%

Stretch 20.5%

Cash Driving increased cash 
generation and retention as  
a proportion of PBIT

20% Entry 50% 67.0% 20 13.33 6.67

Target 60%

Stretch 65%

Customer Service Improving and delivering 
customer service

20% Entry 83% 81.0% 0 0 0

Target 89%

Stretch 93%

Total 100% 78 52 26

The amounts paid to Pete Redfern, Ryan Mangold and James Jordan in respect of 2015 are set out in the remuneration table on page 79.
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Vesting of long term incentive awards in 2015
The BIS Regulations require the value of long-term incentives vesting, by reference to performance periods ending in the financial year being reported 
on, to be included in the single figure. This applies to the TSR elements of the March 2012 TWPSP awards and all elements of the March 2013 
TWPSP award.

The performance period for the TSR elements of the 2012 award ended on 5 March 2015, which was after the Preliminary Announcement of the 
Company’s 2014 results, and the performance outcome was independently calculated by New Bridge Street.

As reported last year, the performance period for all elements of annual PSP awards made from 2013 and for subsequent years now ends on  
31 December. Consequently, the performance period for all elements of the 2013 award ended on 31 December 2015 and the final measurement 
was undertaken based on this date. 

The outcomes were as follows:

Award Measure Weighting Vesting scale
Performance  

achieved
% of this award 

vesting

5 March 2012(a) TSR FTSE 20% No vesting below median, 20% vests at median, 100% vests at upper 
quartile. Pro-rata vesting between median and upper quartile

10th out of 203 100%

TSR Peer  
Group

20% No vesting below median, 20% vests at Index TSR, 100% vests  
at Index TSR + 8% p.a. (multiplicative). Pro-rata vesting in between

48.6 points above 
Peer Group index

71.8%

6 March 2013(b) TSR FTSE(c) 20% No vesting below median, 20% vests at median, 100% vests at upper 
quartile. Pro-rata vesting between median and upper quartile

5th out of 204 100%

TSR Peer(d)  
Group

20% No vesting below median, 20% vests at Index TSR, 100% vests  
at Index TSR + 8% p.a. (multiplicative). Pro-rata vesting in between

73.9% above Peer 
Group index

100%

ROCE(e) 30% No vesting below median, 20% vests at 10% ROCE, 100% vests  
at 20% ROCE. Pro-rata vesting in between 

27.1% 100%(b)

Margin(f) 30% No vesting below median, 20% vests at 11.5% margin, 100% vests  
at 16% margin. Pro-rata vesting in between 

20.3% 100%(c)

(a) All outcomes are as at 5 March 2015.
(b) All outcomes are as at 31 December 2015.
(c) Median target is 105th ranking and upper quartile target is 52nd ranking as averaged for dealing days in last three months of the performance period ended 31 December 2015.
(d) Median is placing 102.5 and upper quartile is placing 51.5 as averaged for dealing days in last three months of the performance period ended 31 December 2015.

In deciding whether, and to what extent, any vesting of awards should take place under any LTIP, the Committee also considers the overall financial 
performance of the Company during the period. The Committee has determined that the overall financial performance of the Company has been 
strong in respect of the performance periods of the above LTIPs and therefore determined that the 2013 LTIP should vest in full based on the 
achievement in full of all performance measures.
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Change in Company performance relative to change in remuneration
2015 2014 Change (%)

Profit before tax, interest and exceptional items £637.0m £480.7m 32.5

Dividends paid per ordinary share

 –  interim 2015/interim 2014 (0.49p/0.24p)
 –  final 2015/final 2014 (1.18p/1.32p)
 – special 2015/special 2014 (7.68p/1.54p)

9.35p 3.10p 201.6

Employee pay in aggregate (see Note 7 to the financial statements) £195.4m £173.6m 12.6

Employee pay average per employee (see Note 7 to the financial statements) £45,869 £45,009 1.9

Change in Chief Executive pay compared to Taylor Wimpey employees
The table below shows the percentage year-on-year change in salary, benefits and annual bonus earned between 2014 and 2015 for the  
Chief Executive compared to the average pay of Taylor Wimpey employees during the year.

Salary Benefits STIA

Pete Redfern 3.0% 9.3% -10.7%

Average pay of Taylor Wimpey employees 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Directors’ share-based rewards and options
Performance awards were made in the year under the TWPSP scheme as summarised below:

Award Type
Number of 

 shares
Face value 

 (% of salary) Performance conditions Performance period

% vesting at 
threshold 

performance

Pete Redfern TWPSP Nil cost 
options

1,035,958 £1,545,338 
(200%)

25% on ROCE; 25% on cash 
conversion; 20% on  

TSR v a FTSE Group(a); 30% on  
TSR v Peer Group index 

01/01/2015 – 31/12/2017 20%

Ryan Mangold TWPSP Nil cost 
options

476,965 £711,488 
(200%)

As above As above As above

James Jordan TWPSP Nil cost 
options

480,980 £717,477 
(200%)

As above As above As above

(a)  ‘a FTSE Group’ covers the group of 50 companies immediately above, and 50 companies immediately below, the FTSE 100 point, as described earlier on page 74.

Details of options and conditional awards over shares held by Directors who served during the year are as follows:

Pete Redfern

Plan

Outstanding 
shares at  

1 January 2015

Granted/ 
Awarded in 

2015 (number)

Dividend 
re-investment 
shares added 

during 2015 
(number)

Special Dividend 
adjustment 

shares added 
during 2015 

(number)

Exercised/
vested 

(number)
Lapsed 

(number)

Outstanding 
shares as at  

31 December 
2015

Exercise 
price  

(pence)

Market price 
on exercise 

(pence) Date of grant

Date from 
which 

exercisable/
capable of 

vesting Expiry date

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 387,541 – – – 387,541 – – – 159.19 23.03.12 24.03.15 23.09.15

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 256,696 – 12,643 – – – 269,339 – – 25.03.13 26.03.16 25.09.16

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 300,237 – 14,787 – – – 315,024 – – 25.03.14 26.03.17 25.09.17

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) – 222,031(b) 10,936 – – – 232,967 – – 25.03.15 26.03.18 25.09.18

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 2,906,623 – – – 2,742,687 163,936 – – 145.97 05.03.12 05.03.15(d) 04.09.15

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 1,784,608 – – 74,487(e) – – 1,859,095 – – 06.03.13 06.03.16(f) 05.09.16

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 1,222,746 – – – – – 1,222,746 – – 04.03.14 04.03.17(f) 03.09.17

Performance 
Share Plan(c) – 1,035,958(g) – – – – 1,035,958 – – 09.03.15(d) 09.03.18(f) 08.09.18

Sharesave Plan(a) 63,331 – – – – – 63,331 24.04 – 11.10.11 01.12.16 31.05.17

Sharesave Plan(a) 10,000 – – – – – 10,000 90.00 – 07.10.14 01.12.17 31.05.18

Total 6,931,782 1,257,989 38,366 74,487 3,130,228 163,936 5,008,460
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Ryan Mangold

Plan

Outstanding 
shares at  

1 January 2015

Granted/ 
Awarded in 

2015 (number)

Dividend 
re-investment 
shares added 

during 2015 
(number)

Special Dividend 
adjustment 

shares added 
during 2015 

(number)

Exercised/
vested  

(number)
Lapsed 

(number)

Outstanding 
shares as at  

31 December 
2015

Exercise 
price  

(pence)

Market price 
on exercise 

(pence) Date of grant

Date from 
which 

exercisable/
capable of 

vesting Expiry date

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 157,784 – – – 157,784 – – – 159.19 23.03.12 24.03.15 23.09.15

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 110,629 – 5,449 – – – 116,078 – – 25.03.13 26.03.16 25.09.16

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 138,231 – 6,808 – – – 145,039 – – 25.03.14 26.03.17 25.09.17

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) – 102,225(b) 5,035 – – – 107,260 – – 25.03.15 26.03.18 25.09.18

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 1,183,410 – – – 1,116,665 66,745 – – 145.97 05.03.12 05.03.15(d) 04.09.15

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 769,123 – – 32,101(e) – – 801,224 – – 06.03.13 06.03.16(f) 05.09.16

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 562,963 – – – – – 562,963 – – 04.03.14 04.03.17(f) 03.09.17

Performance 
Share Plan(c) – 476,965(g) – – – – 476,965 – – 09.03.15(d) 09.03.18(f) 08.09.18

Sharesave Plan(a) 10,623 – – – – – 10,623 84.72 – 08.10.13 01.12.16 31.05.17

Sharesave Plan(a) 10,000 – – – – – 10,000 90.00 – 07.10.14 01.12.17 31.05.18

Total 2,942,763 579,190 17,292 32,101 1,274,449 66,745 2,230,152

James Jordan

Plan

Outstanding 
shares at  

1 January 2015

Granted/ 
Awarded in 

2015 (number)

Dividend 
re-investment 
shares added 

during 2015 
(number)

Special Dividend 
adjustment 

shares added 
during 2015 

(number)

Exercised/
vested 

(number)
Lapsed 

(number)

Outstanding 
shares as at  

31 December 
2015

Exercise 
price  

(pence)

Market price 
on exercise 

(pence) Date of grant

Date from 
which 

exercisable/
capable of 

vesting Expiry date

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 179,930 – – – 179,930 – – – 159.19 23.03.12 24.03.15 23.09.15

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 119,181 – 5,870 – – – 125,051 – – 25.03.13 26.03.16 25.09.16

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) 139,396 – 6,866 – – – 146,262 – – 25.03.14 26.03.17 25.09.17

Deferred  
Shares (STIA)(a) – 103,086(b) 5,077 – – – 108,163 – – 25.03.15(d) 26.03.18 25.09.18

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 1,349,503 – – – 1,273,388 76,115 – – 145.97 05.03.12 05.03.15(d) 04.09.15

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 828,568 – – 34,583(e) – – 863,151 – – 06.03.13 06.03.16(f) 05.09.16

Performance 
Share Plan(c) 567,703 – – – – – 567,703 – – 04.03.14 04.03.17(f) 03.09.17

Performance 
Share Plan(c) – 480,980(g) – – – – 480,980 – – 09.03.15(d) 09.03.18(f) 08.09.18

Sharesave Plan(a) 63,331 – – – – 63,331 24.04 – 11.10.11 01.12.16 31.05.17

Sharesave Plan(a) 10,000 – – – – 10,000 90.00 – 07.10.14 01.12.17 31.05.18

Total 3,257,612 584,066 17,813 34,583 1,453,318 76,115 2,364,641

Details of options over shares held by Directors who served during the year:
(a) Vesting is not dependent on any performance conditions.
(b) Market value per share on date of grant 25 March 2015 was 156.6 pence.
(c) Vesting is subject to the achievement of performance conditions.
(d) Or later publication of the preliminary full year or half year results announcement on which the associated performance condition will be calculated.
(e) Adjustment to number of shares in award to reflect the impact of the Special Dividend of 7.68 pence for 2015 paid on 3 July 2015 when the market value per share was  

191.3 pence.
(f) At later publication of the preliminary full year or half year results announcement on which the associated performance condition will be calculated.
(g) Market value per share on date of grant 9 March 2015 was 147.8 pence.
(h) Vesting will be 20% for the 2015 award (2014 award: 20%) for threshold performance (50th percentile for TSR for FTSE Group, Index TSR for Housebuilder Index; 16% ROCE  

(2014 award: 10%); 65% cash conversion (2014 award: 14% margin)) and 100% (2014 award: 100%) for upper quartile performance (75th percentile for TSR vs FTSE Group;  
index + 8% p.a (multiplicative) for Housebuilder Index, 24% ROCE (2014 award: 20%); 70% cash conversion (2014 award: 18.5% margin)) with straight line vesting between  
these two thresholds.

There have been no variations to the terms and conditions or performance criteria for outstanding share awards during the financial year. The market 
price of the ordinary shares on 31 December 2015 was 203.1 pence and the range during the year was 124.1 pence to 205.0 pence. Details of any 
share awards made to Executive Directors during 2016 will be included in the 2016 Remuneration Report.
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Directors’ interests in shares of the Company
Share ownership guidelines
These Taylor Wimpey share ownership guidelines are designed to encourage greater levels of shareholding by executives at various levels within  
the Company for the purpose of alignment with the Company’s shareholders which the Committee strongly believes is very important. The guidelines 
cover the Executive Directors and those executives who participate in long term incentive plans with all participating executives required to build up 
shareholdings through the retention of shares vesting under the Company’s share plans.

The level of shareholding for Executive Directors to attain is two times base salary. Executive Directors are expected to achieve a holding equivalent  
to one times base salary within five years of their appointment and although there will be no set time limit for achieving a two times salary holding, 
each Executive Director is required to agree a personal plan with the Chairman on the target to be achieved within an agreed time frame. Executive 
Directors are also required to retain at least 50% of their net of taxes gain arising from any shares vesting or acquired pursuant to the Company’s  
long term incentive share plans, until such time as the guidelines have been met. Only beneficially owned shares count toward the guidelines, thus 
the Executive Directors’ deferred portion of STIA vestings are excluded. Members of the Group Management Team (GMT) and other designated 
executives are currently expected to maintain a shareholding generally in direct proportion to their level of participation in the Company’s discretionary 
share plans. Each participant will be required to retain at least 50% of shares vesting or acquired net of taxes pursuant to the Company’s long term 
incentive plans until such guidelines are met. The Committee will keep the guidelines under regular review. 

As mentioned earlier in this Report, any shares that vest under the 2014 award must, as a standard requirement, be retained by executives for at 
least 12 months and for at least 24 months under later awards. The Chairman and the Non Executive Directors are also encouraged to hold shares 
in the Company in order to align their interests with those of shareholders.

Directors’ interests in 1p ordinary shares held (fully paid) (ordinary shares) are as set out in the table below:

Beneficially owned Outstanding interests in share plans Share interests expressed as a percentage of salary

Director

at 1/1/15 
 (ordinary
shares)(a)(e)

at 31/12/15 
(ordinary  
shares)(e) STIA(b) TWPSP TWSOP Sharesave

Value of shares  
(including any SIP shares)  

as at 31/12/15; salary
as at 31/12/15(c)

Value of shares  
(including any SIP shares)  

as at 25/02/16;
salary as at 1/4/16(d)

Excluding STIA 
shares v the 

shareholding 
guidelines

Including STIA 
shares (for

information 
only)(e)

Excluding STIA 
shares v the 
shareholding 

guidelines

Including STIA 
shares (for

 information 
only)(e)

Kevin Beeston 1,155,562 1,155,562 – – – –

Pete Redfern 2,688,789 3,330,956 817,330 4,117,799 – 73,331 850% 960% 739% 835%

Ryan Mangold 636,792 892,399 368,377 1,841,152 – 20,623 453% 552% 394% 480%

James Jordan 1,309,330 1,561,034 379,476 1,911,834 – 73,331 858% 968% 746% 841%

Kate Barker 40,000 40,000 – – – –

Margaret Ford 84,940 84,940 – – – –

Mike Hussey 150,000 150,000 – – – –

Rob Rowley 200,000 200,000 – – – –

Humphrey Singer 0 25,000 – – – –

(a) Or date of appointment.
(b) Only the net amount of shares has been included in this column.
(c) This is the percentage of shareholding achieved at 31 December 2015 towards the targets described on page 73 calculated on 2015 salary and at 31 December 2015 share price. 

Salaries as at 31 December 2015 for Pete Redfern, Ryan Mangold and James Jordan were £795,849, £400,000 and £369,501 respectively.
(d) This is the percentage of shareholding achieved at 31 December 2015 towards the targets described on page 73 calculated on 1 April 2016 salary and at 25 February 2016 share 

price. Salaries as at 1 April 2016 for Pete Redfern, Ryan Mangold and James Jordan will be £819,724 £412,000 and £380,586 respectively.
(e) Including partnership and matching shares held under the Share Purchase Plan (SIP) described on page 73.

Note:  The share price on 31 December 2015 and used in the above calculation was 203.1 pence per share and on 25 February 2016 was 181.8 pence per share. Note: The above table 
does not include the deferral into shares of 33% of the 2015 STIA for any Executive Director.

The only changes to the Directors’ interests as set out above during the period between 31 December 2015 and 29 February 2016 were the regular 
monthly purchases of shares and 1:1 matching by the Company under the Share Incentive Plan by Pete Redfern (320 shares) and James Jordan 
(320 shares).
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Directors’ pension entitlements
Defined benefit schemes
The Taylor Wimpey Pension Scheme
Pete Redfern and James Jordan are members of the Taylor Wimpey Pension Scheme (TWPS). The following table sets out the transfer  
value of their accrued benefits under the TWPS calculated in a manner consistent with ‘The Occupational Pension Schemes (Transfer Values) 
Regulations 2008’.

Director

Normal 
retirement  

Age

Accrued  
pension as at 

31/12/14

Increase in 
accrued 

pension from 
31/12/14 to 

31/12/15

Accrued  
pension as at

 31/12/15(a)

Transfer value 
gross of 

Director’s 
contributions at

 31/12/15(b)

Transfer value 
gross of 

Director’s 
contributions at

31/12/14(b)

Increase 
(decrease) in 

transfer value 
from 31/12/14 

to 31/12/15  
less Director’s
contributions(c)

Increase in 
transfer value 

from 31/12/14 
to 31/12/15 less 

inflation

Transfer value  
of accrued 

pension 
increase  

less Director’s 
contributions

Pete Redfern 62 14,440 202 14,642 236,626 241,877 (5,251) – –

James Jordan 62 26,697 380 27,077 576,448 559,151 17,297 – –

(a) The George Wimpey Staff Pension Scheme (GWSPS) closed to future accrual on 31 August 2010 so pension accrual ceased on that date. Members of the GWSPS were  
transferred into the TWPS on 1 October 2013 and there was no change to members’ benefit entitlement. Pension accrual shown above is the amount which would be paid  
annually on retirement based on service to 31 August 2010. Pension benefits include a two thirds spouse’s pension. Pensions accrued up to 5 April 2006 are guaranteed to  
increase in payment in line with inflation limited each year to 5%. Pensions accrued after 5 April 2006 are guaranteed to increase in payment in line with inflation limited each  
year to 2.5%. Pensions accrued up to 5 April 2009 will revalue in deferment in line with inflation subject to an overall cap of 5% per annum. Pensions accrued after 5 April  
2009 will revalue in deferment in line with inflation subject to an overall cap of 2.5% per annum. We have only taken into account defined benefits accrued over the period  
to 31 August 2010 and have not included any Defined Contribution pension benefits accrued after this date.

(b) Transfer values have been calculated in accordance with the Occupational Pension Schemes (Transfer Value) Regulations 2008.
(c) The transfer value includes the effect of fluctuations due to factors beyond the control of the Company and Directors, such as financial market movements.
Note: The GWSPS closed to future accrual on 31 August 2010 and so no contributions were made after 31 August 2010.

There was no change to benefits during the year and consequently no difference between the changes to any Director’s pension benefits  
in comparison with those of other employees.

Non-Group pension arrangements
Ryan Mangold has non-Group pension arrangements, to which contributions were paid by the Company as set out below:

2015  
(£)

2014  
(£)

Ryan Mangold 40,000 34,000

Notes:  Ryan Mangold also received a pension allowance of £37,787 in 2015 (2014: £37,000) in lieu of Company pension contributions over the Annual Allowance limit introduced  
in April 2011 of £40,000.

  Pete Redfern and James Jordan received cash allowances of £190,000 (2014: £185,000) and £91,000 (2014: £88,000) respectively in lieu of Company pension contributions.

Statement of shareholder voting
At the 2015 Annual General Meeting, the result of the shareholders’ vote on the Company’s Remuneration Report for 2014 was: 

2015  
(Votes)

2014  
(Votes)

For 1.9 billion 1.9 billion

(99%) (99%)

Against 18.9 million 10.8 million 

(1%) (1%)

Withheld 35 million 8.6 million

As stated earlier, the Remuneration Committee has consulted further with our shareholders on remuneration matters during the year. We hope that 
shareholders will, again, support the Remuneration Report at the AGM on 28 April 2016.

Approval
This Remuneration Report was approved by the Board of Directors on 29 February 2016  
and signed on its behalf by the Remuneration Committee Chairman:

Baroness Ford of Cunninghame
29 February 2016
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Statutory, Regulatory and Other Information

Introduction
This section contains the remaining matters on which the Directors  
are required to report each year, which do not appear elsewhere  
in this Directors’ Report. Certain other matters which are required  
to be reported on appear in other sections of this Annual Report  
and Accounts as detailed below:

• An indication of likely future developments in the business of the 
Company and its subsidiaries appears in the Strategic Report  
on pages 4 to 41.

• The Remuneration Report appears on pages 68 to 85.

• The reporting on the Company’s carbon footprint appears  
on page 29.

• A list of the subsidiary and associated undertakings, including 
branches outside the UK, principally affecting the profits or net  
assets of the Group in the year appears on pages 142 to 145.

• Changes in asset values are set out in the consolidated  
balance sheet on page 100 and in the Notes to the accounts  
on pages 103 to 146.

• The Group’s profit before taxation and the profit after taxation  
and minority interests appear in the consolidated income statement  
on page 98 and in the Notes to the accounts on pages 103 to 146.

• A detailed statement of the Group’s treasury management  
and funding is set out in Note 19 on pages 119 to 122.

• A statement that this Annual Report and Accounts meets the 
requirements of Provision C.1.1 of the UK Corporate Governance 
Code (the ‘Code’), is set out in the Corporate Governance Report  
on page 57.

• Details of the Company’s long-term incentive schemes as required by 
LR 9.4.3 R are set out in the Remuneration Report on pages 68 to 85.

• Details of any contracts of significance subsisting during the  
period under review to which a subsidiary undertaking of the 
Company is a party and in which a Director of the Company is 
materially interested appear in the Notice of Meeting on pages  
147 to 155.

• Details of an arrangement under which a shareholder has waived or 
agreed to waive any dividends, and where a shareholder has agreed 
to waive future dividends, details of such waiver together with those 
relating to dividends which are payable during the period under  
review, appear later in this Report on page 88.

Directors
The following Directors held office throughout the year:

Kevin Beeston, Chairman;

Pete Redfern, Chief Executive;

Ryan Mangold, Group Finance Director;

James Jordan, Group Legal Director and Company Secretary;

Kate Barker, Independent Non Executive Director;

Margaret Ford, Independent Non Executive Director; 

Mike Hussey, Independent Non Executive Director; and

Rob Rowley, Independent Non Executive Director and the designated 
Senior Independent Director.

In addition to the above, Humphrey Singer was appointed to the Board 
as an Independent Non Executive Director on 9 December 2015.

The Directors together with their biographical information are shown  
on pages 44 and 45.

Retirement and re-election
The Company has determined that in accordance with the Code,  
all Directors should seek election or re-election, as appropriate, at  
this year’s AGM as explained in the Notes to the Notice of Meeting  
and on page 53 of the Corporate Governance Report.

Each of the Directors proposed for election or re-election at the AGM  
is being unanimously recommended by all of the other members of  
the Board. This recommendation follows the completion of the annual 
performance evaluation process, which included a detailed appraisal  
of the Board, its Committees and also in respect of each Director,  
which included a review of their respective time commitments. The 
Board appraisal process did not include Humphrey Singer as he was 
appointed to the Board following the conclusion of the 2015 process, 
but was, nevertheless, subject to a detailed appraisal of his suitability  
as part of the appointment process and participated in the Board 
discussions which took place at the December 2015 and February  
2016 Board meetings. Further information relating to the evaluation, and 
the process followed with regard to Humphrey Singer’s appointment, is 
set out in the Corporate Governance Report on page 49.

The Articles of Association of the Company further regulate the 
appointment and removal of Directors, in addition to the Companies Act 
2006 and related legislation. The Company’s Articles of Association may 
be amended by special resolution of the shareholders. The various powers 
and responsibilities of the Directors are described in the Corporate 
Governance Report.

Qualifying third party indemnity
The Company has granted an indemnity in favour of its Directors  
and officers and those of its Group companies against the financial 
exposure that they may incur in the course of their professional duties  
as Directors and officers of the Company and/or its subsidiaries/affiliates. 
The indemnity has been put in place in accordance with section 234 of 
the Companies Act 2006 in respect of which the Company took advice 
from its corporate lawyers, Slaughter and May.
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Audit and auditor
Each Director has, at the date of approval of this Report, formally 
confirmed that:

• To the best of his/her knowledge there is no relevant audit information 
of which the Company’s auditor is unaware.

• He/she has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken  
as a Director in order to make themselves aware of any relevant  
audit information and to establish that the Company’s auditor  
is aware of that information.

This confirmation is given and should be interpreted in accordance  
with the provisions of section 418 of the Companies Act 2006.

Deloitte LLP (Deloitte) have confirmed their willingness to continue  
in office as auditor of the Company. Following a review by the Audit 
Committee of their effectiveness, details of which are set out on page 64, 
a resolution to re-appoint Deloitte will be proposed at the AGM.

It is the Company’s general policy that its auditor will not carry out 
non-audit services except where it is appropriate to do so and in 
accordance with the Company’s formal policy for the carrying out  
of such work. In addition, and in line with the Code, the Committee  
takes into account the relevant ethical guidance regarding the provision 
of non-audit services by the external auditor. The Company notes the 
consultation currently under way to consider designating further areas  
for which the auditor should not be allowed to provide non-audit 
services. Any revision to current regulations or guidelines will be  
taken into account in framing the Company’s policy going forward  
and reported on in future Annual Reports as appropriate. Deloitte 
provided non-audit services to the Group during the year within the 
policy framework as described in the Audit Committee Report, details  
of which are set out in Note 6 on page 110.

Basis of accounting
As reported in last year’s Annual Report and Accounts, the Company 
changed its basis of accounting with effect from 1 January 2015 to  
FRS 101. Further details may be found in the Audit Committee Report 
on page 66.

Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held at 11:00 am on 28 April 2016 at The British 
Medical Association, BMA House, Tavistock Square, London,  
WC1H 9JP.

Formal notice of the AGM including details of the special business  
being proposed is set out in the Notice of Meeting on pages 147 to 155 
and on the Company’s website www.taylorwimpey.co.uk. In line with 
recent practice, voting on all resolutions at this year’s AGM will again  
be conducted by way of a poll. The Board believes that this method of 
voting gives as many shareholders as possible the opportunity to have 
their votes counted as part of the process, whether their votes are 
tendered by proxy in advance of or in person at the AGM.

Web communication
With shareholders’ consent, the Company has adopted web 
communication. The benefits of web communication are that it:

• Enables the Company to significantly reduce its printing and  
postage costs.

• Enables shareholders to access information faster, on the  
day documents are published on the Company’s website.

• Reduces the amount of resources consumed, such as paper,  
and therefore helps to reduce the impact of printing, mailing and 
related activities on the environment. 

Shareholder communications (including the 2015 Annual Report and 
Accounts) are available electronically through the Company’s website.

The Company will of course continue to provide hard copy 
documentation to those shareholders who have requested this  
and is, of course, happy to do so.

Registrar
The Company’s registrar is Capita Asset Services. Their details,  
together with information on the services and facilities available to 
shareholders, are set out in the Shareholder Facilities section on  
page 157.

Capital structure
Details of the Company’s issued share capital, together with information 
on the movements in the Company’s issued share capital during  
the year, are shown in Note 22 on page 128.
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The Company has two classes of shares: Ordinary Shares of 1p,  
each of which carries the right to one vote at general meetings of  
the Company and such other rights and obligations as are set out  
in the Company’s Articles of Association, and Deferred Shares  
which carry no voting rights.

The authority given by shareholders at the AGM held on 23 April 2015  
for the Company to purchase a maximum of 325,346,100 of its own 
shares remained valid at 31 December 2015. The authority was not 
exercised during 2015 or prior to the date of this Report. The Company 
has no current intention of exercising this authority but will nevertheless 
be seeking the usual renewal of this authority at the AGM and the Board  
will continue to keep the position under regular review. The Company 
currently holds no shares in treasury.

There are no specific restrictions on the size of a holding, the exercise  
of voting rights, nor on the transfer of shares, which are governed by  
the Articles of Association and prevailing legislation. The Directors  
are not aware of any agreement or agreements between holders of  
the Company’s shares that may result in restrictions on the transfer  
of securities or on voting rights.

Details of employee share schemes are set out in the Remuneration 
Report on pages 72 and 73. The Employee Share Ownership Trust 
which hold shares on trust for employees under various share schemes, 
generally abstain from voting at shareholder general meetings in respect 
of shares held by them.

No person has any special rights of control over the Company’s share 
capital and all issued shares are fully paid.

Substantial interests
The persons set out in the table opposite have notified the Company 
pursuant to Rule 5.1 of the Disclosure and Transparency Rules  
of their interests in the ordinary share capital of the Company.

At 26 February 2016, no change in these holdings had been notified  
nor, according to the Register of Members, did any other shareholder  
at that date have a disclosable holding of the Company’s issued  
share capital.

Directors’ interests, including interests in the Company’s shares,  
are shown in the Remuneration Report. The Board strongly believes  
in the alignment of interests between senior management and the 
Company’s shareholders. 

Substantial interests in the Company’s shares  
as at 26 February 2016

Name

Number of 
shares held 

(millions)

Percentage of 
issued voting 
share capital

BlackRock, Inc. 181.0 5.55

JP Morgan Asset Management Holdings Inc 159.6 4.99

FMR LLC 156.9 4.84

Schroder plc & Schroder Investment 
Management Limited 152.1 4.71

The Capital Group Companies, Inc. 131.3 4.04

Legal & General Group Plc 98.4 3.02

Standard Life Investments Limited 96.4 3.02

Dividend
Information relating to the recommended 2015 final dividend is set out  
in the Chairman’s Statement on page 10 and in the notes to resolution 2 
on page 151 in the Notes to the Notice of Annual General Meeting.

Information relating to the recommended 2016 special dividend is set 
out in the Chairman’s Statement on page 10 and in the notes to 
resolution 3 on page 151 in the Notes to the Notice of Annual General 
Meeting.

The Company will be operating a Dividend Re-Investment Plan (DRIP), 
further details of which are set out on page 156 of this Annual Report. 
The DRIP will operate automatically in respect of the 2015 final dividend 
for those shareholders who have previously registered a DRIP mandate 
(unless varied by shareholders beforehand) and also in respect of all 
future dividends, including special dividends, until such time as each 
participating shareholder elects to withdraw from the DRIP, or the  
DRIP is suspended or terminated in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions of the plan. The Board will continue to keep the availability  
of the DRIP under regular review.

Shareholders are again reminded to check their position with regard to 
any dividend mandates that are in place, should they either wish to 
participate in the DRIP or discontinue or vary any participation, as 
existing mandates will apply to all dividend payments (including  
special dividends) unless or until revoked.

The right to receive any dividend has been waived in part by the Trustee 
of the Company’s Employee Share Ownership Trusts (ESOTs) over those 
Trusts’ combined holding of 9,000,914 shares. More details of these 
ESOTs are contained in Note 25 on page 130.

Research and development
During 2015 the Company continued to build its new standard house 
type range in significant numbers. Taylor Wimpey has designed in-house 
a new suite of house types that meet the space and accessibility 
standards introduced as a result of the housing standards review.  
These will be available for use by our regions during 2016.
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We continue to work with our supply chain to identify new products  
and techniques available to us and appraise them before they will be 
needed. As the proposal to further improve energy efficiency through 
Part L of the Building Regulations in 2016 has been removed, our focus 
for 2015 turned to continual improvement of our specification and 
construction details to meet current building regulations in the most 
robust way. This will continue in 2016. As an adjunct to our research  
and development we continue to contribute to several industry working 
groups looking at energy efficiency, changes to building regulations and 
standards and how to close the gap between design and performance.

During 2015 we embarked on ‘Project 2020’, a major long  
term initiative that could impact upon several aspects of our  
future business and processes. As part of Project 2020 we are  
exploring and evaluating trends, changes and innovations in design, 
architecture, technology, materials and methodology. Our aim is  
to shape, design and future-proof as much as practicably possible, 
the homes that we build for 2020 and beyond. As part of this process 
we are engaging with organisations such as BRE and the Zero 
Carbon Hub and also with academics, suppliers, industry and 
research bodies. As part of our Research we will also look at and 
evaluate developments taking place in Europe, Asia, and America.

Workstreams include product design, demographics, customer 
profiling, alternative build methodologies, smart homes technology, 
sustainability of raw materials and other initiatives. We are looking  
at a range of environmental issues including energy efficiency, 
zero-energy buildings, renewable energy technologies, resource 
efficiency and carbon reduction.

More information on Project 2020 appears in the Chief Executive’s 
Review on page 29.

We are working on a number of additional sustainability initiatives  
that relate to green infrastructure. We use a Carbon Futures approach  
to quantify the carbon dioxide emissions for entire sites. This approach 
takes into account the buildings but also the carbon absorption of green 
infrastructure throughout the site. We have undertaken a Carbon Futures 
assessment for our Prince Philip Barracks development at Bordon.  
We are also a partner in Newcastle University’s SUCCESS (Sustainable 
Urban Carbon Capture: Engineering Soils for Climate Change) project. 
This project is investigating the performance of soils to act as a carbon 
sink and how to maximise sequestration of atmospheric carbon dioxide 
through natural soil processes including ‘Carbon Capture Gardens’.

Employee involvement and communication
We are proud of how committed our employees are to Taylor Wimpey 
and the long term success of our business. We strive to listen to and 
engage with all staff and employees. During 2015, we undertook  
the latest annual employee engagement survey “Talkback” and the  
feedback from our employees continues to shape our plans and 
priorities for the future.

More details of the outcomes of the survey are set out in the Chief 
Executive’s Review on page 15.

We believe that inviting and listening to employee feedback is  
essential and we will conduct employee surveys on an annual  
basis going forward.

We have active employee consultation committees in our regional 
business units and communicate with employees via our half yearly 
Teamtalk employee magazine and regular Teamtalk Express email 
newsletter. Our intranet includes a wide range of employee information 
from human resources policies to advice for employees on sustainable 
living. It also includes an ‘Open Door’ forum that puts employees  
directly in touch with our Chief Executive. During 2015 we introduced  
a new customer services forum on our intranet and invited employees  
to voice their thoughts, concerns, ideas and initiatives on key customer 
questions. Employees could post comments within the forum or send  
an email to our Chief Executive or Customer Director.

The Company is committed to ensuring open and regular 
communication throughout the Group on both business-related  
issues and issues of general interest. There is a formal Employee 
Consultative Committee structure in place in all operations and  
elected representatives meet with management to consult on 
appropriate issues. Intranet systems are continually updated which 
provide a valuable communication tool across the Group and an 
important facility for providing employees with access to a wide  
range of information. Information is regularly cascaded throughout  
the Group via email – including regular communications from the  
Chief Executive – and via verbal briefings and by management 
presentations. The Company’s internal magazine provides  
further communication.

www.taylorwimpey.co.uk
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The Company promotes share ownership as widely as possible  
across the business. In addition to the various share-related reward 
plans described in the Remuneration Report on pages 68 to 85, the 
Company also offers a scheme whereby employees (i.e. generally those 
who do not participate in the Executive Incentive Scheme (cash bonus 
scheme)) are offered the opportunity each year to exchange part of any 
cash bonus awarded for exceptional performance, into shares of the 
Company, offering a 20% enhancement to the value if taken entirely in 
shares and retained for a period. The scheme has operated since 2012 
and in 2015 resulted in 481,160 shares (2014: 724,297) being acquired 
by 301 employees (2014: 326).

In addition to the above, the Company also maintains two all-employee 
share plans, namely, the Save As You Earn share option plan and the 
Share Incentive Plan (SIP), which are offered as widely as possible 
across the Group. Over half of our eligible employees participate in one 
or both plans or are otherwise already shareholders of the Company.

Equal opportunities
We strive to treat our employees fairly and with respect at all times.  
We have policies and processes in place to ensure that we act  
in accordance with our cultural values which encompass equal 
opportunities, anti-corruption and whistleblowing. We encourage  
our employees and subcontractors to speak up about concerns  
over any wrongdoing at work and provide access to an independent 
reporting hotline service.

We remain committed to the belief that embracing diversity and  
inclusion will enable Taylor Wimpey to succeed through a workforce  
that is creative and innovative. We continue to actively embrace as  
much as possible the business and local communities in which we 
operate and will strive to reflect their richness and character, including 
such aspects as gender, race and religion but also diversity of thought, 
background and experience.

As set out in our Diversity Policy, we remain committed to equality  
of opportunity in all of our employment practices, policies and 
procedures across the Group. To this end, within the framework  
of applicable law, we are committed, wherever practicable, to  
achieving and maintaining a workforce which broadly reflects  
that of the local catchment area within which we operate.

No employee or potential employee will receive less favourable  
treatment due to their race, creed, colour, nationality, ethnic  
origin, religion, political or other opinion, affiliation, gender, sexual 
orientation, marital status, family connections, age, membership  
or non-membership of a trade union, or disability, unless justifiable  
in exceptional circumstances, for example due to health and safety 
considerations particularly on construction sites. Instruction on equal 
opportunities is part of the induction programme and diversity is also 
promoted through awareness training locally and by its inclusion as  
a business priority at presentations around the business.

Our Diversity Policy can be found on the Company’s  
website: www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/sustainability/our-policies

Employment of people with disabilities
It is our policy that people with disabilities should have fair  
consideration for all vacancies within the Group.

The Company is therefore committed, where possible, to ensuring  
that people with disabilities are supported and encouraged to apply  
for employment and to achieve progress once employed. They  
will be treated so as to ensure that they have an equal opportunity  
to be selected, trained and promoted. In addition, every reasonable  
effort is made for disabled persons to be retained in the employment  
of the Group by investigating the possibility of making reasonable 
adjustments to the job, workplace or equipment.

We have increased the number of employees with disabilities recruited. 
Working with key partners, we hope to increase more permanent and 
secondment opportunities for people with disabilities;

For example, we have recently engaged with the Leonard Cheshire 
Disability Change 100 Programme, a charity that provides talented 
disabled students with the opportunity to participate in a 100 day 
summer internship and professional development programme. 
Feedback from the students who participated in the programme  
in 2015 has been very positive and we intend to engage with the 
programme further during 2016.

Charitable donations
The Company has a Charity Committee, which operates within  
written terms of reference and charitable guidelines. The Committee’s 
aims are to monitor and review charitable donations made by regional 
businesses as against the guidelines and to assess and administer larger 
donations centrally. The Committee is chaired by the Chief Executive  
and includes representatives from all areas and levels of the Group’s UK 
businesses, from the Board to apprentices and trainees. The Company 
and the Committee encourage non-financial contributions also and for 
employees to participate in charitable causes.

During the year, Group companies donated £559,424 (2014: £272,790)  
to various charities in the UK. In addition, many employees at all levels 
around the country gave up their work and free time to participate  
in fundraising events for charitable causes including Centrepoint;  
The Youth Adventure Trust; and Crisis UK.

Further information on the Group’s donations, activities and initiatives  
can be found in Our Business Model on page 32 and in the Sustainability 
Report 2015 which will shortly be available on the Company’s website: 
www.taylorwimpey.co.uk/corporate/sustainability

Political donations
The Company has a policy of not making donations to political parties, 
and has not made any this year and neither does it intend to make  
any going forward. The Company does support certain industry-wide 
organisations which directly assist the housebuilding industry such as  
the Home Builders Federation and the Confederation of British Industry. 
Whilst we do not regard this support as political in nature in any way,  
the Companies Act 2006 definition of ‘political organisations’ and  
related terms is very wide and in certain circumstances a donation or  
a subscription to such organisations or to a charity could retrospectively 
be categorised as a political donation in the eyes of the law. Accordingly, 
as a matter of prudency, the Company will be seeking the usual annual 
dispensation from its shareholders at the 2016 AGM so as to be  
able to continue with the above memberships and make charitable  
donations up to defined levels without inadvertently breaching  
the applicable legislation.
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Agreements
Apart from a small number of borrowing agreements, pursuant to  
which the Company borrows or is able to borrow money, which could 
potentially be terminated by the other party upon a change of control  
of the Company, there are no significant contracts or agreements which 
take effect, alter or terminate upon a change of control of the Company.

Important events since the year end
There have been no important events affecting the Company or any  
of its subsidiary undertakings since 31 December 2015.

Directors’ responsibilities statement 
The Directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report and 
Accounts in accordance with applicable law and regulations. 

Company law requires the Directors to prepare financial statements for 
each financial year. Accordingly, Directors are required to prepare the 
Group financial statements in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union and 
Article 4 of the IAS Regulation and have elected to prepare the Parent 
Company financial statements in accordance with FRS 101 (United 
Kingdom Accounting Standards and applicable law) as adopted from  
1 January 2015 and reported in last year’s Annual Report and Accounts. 
In accordance with company law, the Directors must not approve the 
accounts unless they are satisfied that they give a true and fair view  
of the state of affairs of the Company and of the profit or loss of the 
Company for that period.

In preparing the Parent Company financial statements, the Directors  
are required to:

• Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently.

• Make judgements and accounting estimates that are reasonable  
and prudent.

• State whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been 
followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and  
explained in the financial statements.

• Prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless  
it is inappropriate to presume that the Company will continue  
in business.

In preparing the Group financial statements, International Accounting 
Standard 1 requires that Directors:

• Properly select and apply accounting policies.

• Present information, including accounting policies, in a manner  
that provides relevant, reliable, comparable and understandable 
information.

• Provide additional disclosures when compliance with the specific 
requirements in IFRSs are insufficient to enable users to understand 
the impact of particular transactions, other events and conditions  
on the entity’s financial position and financial performance.

• Make an assessment of the Company’s ability to continue  
as a going concern.

The Directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records 
that are sufficient to show and explain the Company’s transactions and 
disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of 
the Company and enable them to ensure that the financial statements 
comply with the Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible  
for safeguarding the assets of the Company and hence for taking 
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and  
other irregularities.

The Directors are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of  
the corporate and financial information included on the Company’s  
website. Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation 
and dissemination of financial statements may differ from legislation  
in other jurisdictions.

In accordance with Provision C.1 of the Code, the Directors are required, 
inter alia, to ensure that the Annual Report and Accounts provides the 
information necessary for shareholders to assess the Company’s 
performance, business model and strategy. Details of how this was 
addressed are set out in the Audit Committee Report on page 67.

Responsibility statement
The Directors confirm that to the best of their knowledge:

• The financial statements, prepared in accordance with the relevant 
financial reporting framework, give a true and fair view of the assets, 
liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of the Company and  
the undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a whole.

• The Strategic Report includes a fair review of the development  
and performance of the business and the position of the Company 
and the undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a whole, 
together with a description of the principal risks and uncertainties  
that they face.

• The Annual Report and Accounts, taken as a whole, are fair, balanced 
and understandable and provide the information necessary for 
shareholders to assess the Company’s performance, business  
model and strategy.

This Report of the Directors was approved by the Board of Directors  
on 29 February 2016.

James Jordan
Group Legal Director and Company Secretary 
Taylor Wimpey plc 
29 February 2016

www.taylorwimpey.co.uk
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